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Meet all 26 Newcastle 500 Supercar champions
and get your favourite driver’s autograph. Plus
watch a live broadcast of “Trackside” as it goes
to air on Fox Sports.
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OUR PHONE NUMBER HAS CHANGED!

Reproduction in any part prohibited without the written consent
of the publisher. While every effort has been made to ensure
all information in this magazine is accurate, no responsibility is
accepted by the publisher, Hunter Business Publications Pty Ltd
Opinions expressed in externally supplied stories are not
necessarily those of the publisher.

Take a spin down the Mall in the pushcart
challenge for a shot at some great prizes.
Live entertainment, pop-up shops, and delicious
local food.

The number for Hunter Business Publications is now

(02) 4062 8133
Please update your records accordingly

MASTER BUILDERS
APPRENTICESHIP SCHEMES
We employ the Apprentices & Trainees and hire them
out to Host Employers, such as you!
Our hourly charge rate means you are only invoiced for the
Trainee/Apprentice per hour they are in the workplace with you, therefore
you are not charged when your Trainee has a sick day, roster day oﬀ or
annual leave days, and if it just doesn’t work out you can return your
Trainee to us and we will move them to another position and supply you
with a replacement!

FREE!

Superkids Pitstop
From 10am – 4pm
Sat 23 & Sun 24 Nov
Civic Park

Play Newcastle’s version of Monopoly on an
oversized board. Kids can also enjoy a monster
truck slide, obstacle course, circus workshops
and there’s a dedicated under 6 zone.

KISS
From 5.30pm
Sat 23 Nov
No. 1 Sportsground
Enjoy the race on Saturday and rock and roll
all night. Don’t miss global superstars KISS and
hometown heroes The Screaming Jets at the
Newcastle 500 concert.

We have recently conducted a
recruitment push for Business
Taking on a Trainee in your oﬃce or workplace has now never been easier!
Administration Trainee’s. We have
excellent applicants waiting to be
For further information please contact
matched to your business today.
our friendly oﬃce staﬀ on 02 4979 0170.
If we can assist you with hiring a Business
Administration Certiicate III Trainee, we
would love to hear from you.

Our rate is fully inclusive of:
- Trainee Wages
- Sick Leave
- Annual Leave
- Roster Days Oﬀ
- RTO Fees
- Superannuation
- Workers Compensation
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HBR from the editor
Manufacturing is an
area that sometimes
receives negative
coverage in the mass
media, with the focus
on closures and the
demise of sectors of
manufacturing that
were once major
contributors to the local
economy.
The success stories
unfortunately do not
receive anywhere near
the same attention, so
the impression created
is sometimes that
the halcyon days of
Australian manufacturing have long since passed.
This is far from true with many local manufacturers reinventing
themselves, embracing smart manufacturing and growing new
markets across Australia and around the world.
We should all celebrate the success of these manufacturers as
they contribute far more to the local economy than many realise.
Firstly, they are still major employers. Despite new technology
often not requiring as much labour as previous methods,
manufacturing remains the second largest employer in the
Hunter region.
Secondly, manufacturing has an excellent history of training
employees in a wide range of skills, many of which can be utilised
in a range of industries.

HBR business news
Thirdly, manufacturing has a huge multiplier effect across the
economy, estimated to be between three and five, depending
upon the type of manufacturing. So your business or job may not
be involved in manufacturing but it may well be supported by the
wealth manufacturing creates and distributes.
Fourthly, the export of locally manufactured goods and
allied services, as well as replacement of imports, makes major
contributions to a healthier balance of trade for Australia.
Fifthly, local manufacturing maintains capabilities and skill sets
that make us less reliant upon foreign countries. In the current
uncertain global conditions, with the possibility of further trade
wars or, worse still, major military wars, it is a major advantage to
have home-grown capabilities to rely on if supply from foreign
countries is compromised.
So whether we see ourselves directly involved in the
manufacturing sector or not, we should all celebrate the success
of our Hunter and Australian manufacturers for making such a
major contribution to the economy and our way of life.
Garry Hardie
Editor and Publisher

$5.4 million Birubi Information
Centre approved
The $5.4 million Birubi Information Centre has reached a
significant milestone, with the Hunter and Central Coast Regional
Planning Panel giving their tick of approval for the Development
Application (DA).
Port Stephens Mayor Ryan Palmer says it’s an important step for
this much-needed project.
“Birubi Point Aboriginal Place is the gateway to the stunning
Worimi Conservation Lands and the largest moving sand dunes in
the southern hemisphere,” Mayor Palmer said.
“We know that during the holidays, the numbers of visitors to
this beautiful part of the world increases dramatically. This causes
traffic chaos and puts increased pressure on the environment,
Aboriginal heritage and cultural values of this area.
“While Port Stephens Council is working on short-term
solutions, the Birubi Information Centre is going to be a gamechanger for the residents of Anna Bay and the thousands of
people who visit each year.”

Brock Lamont, Council’s Community and Recreation Coordinator,
says the centre will be an outstanding facility once constructed.
“The Birubi Information Centre has been carefully designed to
create a unique visitor experience that respects and celebrates
the significance of this incredible place.
“It aims to alleviate many of the current issues we face at Birubi
to improve the lives of locals and facilitate greater access for all to
this amazing area.
“This project would not be possible without funding from the
NSW Government’s Growing Local Economies Fund and the hard
work of our community and Port Stephens Council staff.
“This is an exciting step in a long journey that has been 8 years
in the making,” Mr Lamont said.
The proposed design includes 50 car parking spaces (including
three disabled spaces), ten coach parking spaces with a drop-off
zone that can accommodate two coaches, and provisions for
pedestrians and cyclists.
The approval of the DA means Council can now progress to the
detailed design phase of the project to be ready for construction
commencement in late 2020.

ON THIS MONTH’S COVER
Part of the facilities at Chamberlain
Australia, winner of the
Manufacturer of the Year at the
2019 Hunter Manufacturing
Awards. See the Manufacturing
feature in this issue for further
details.

Be informed - receive
your own copy of

Hiring a
person
with a
disability
makes
good
business
sense.

HBR

HBR is available as a hard
copy magazine and online.
Make sure you receive HBR by completing one
of these options at www.HBRmag.com.au
1. Receive your own hard copy HBR
mailed directly to you for only around
$1 a week.
2. Receive notification when the latest
issue of HBR is available for reading
FREE online

For further information visit www.HBRmag.com.au,
email subs@HBRmag.com.au or call (02) 4062 8133
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HBR business news
Free Wi-Fi for Beresfield
Beresfield has received the first free Wi-Fi in the Newcastle LGA
outside of the city centre as part of a $3 million investment to
revitalise and beautify the area.
Newcastle Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes said the Beresfield
upgrades, which include pedestrian-friendly footpaths, outdoor
dining spaces, free public Wi-Fi and a more appealing streetscape,
were driven by feedback from residents and businesses.
“Our local centres program is delivering key infrastructure
upgrades that respond to the needs and concerns of the
community,” the Lord Mayor said.
“In Beresfield, this has included a strong focus on both safety
and beautification works by realigning and renewing roads,
reducing speed limits, relocating and installing new pedestrian
crossings and upgrading street lighting.
“We have also installed a series of smart poles in the Beresfield
local centre, providing the first free public Wi-Fi from the City of
Newcastle to any area outside of the CBD.
“Extensive tree and ground cover planting and raised garden
planters have beautified the local centre while also having a
cooling effect on the area in the warmer months.
“We have received positive feedback about the changes to date,
with local residents and businesses now looking forward to the
next stage of the project, which will include a new community
public open space at the intersection of Beresford Avenue and
Lawson Avenue.”
A community placemaking project is developing concepts
for creative and heat-reducing elements for the space, with the
public given the chance to vote for their favourite design later this
year.
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City of Newcastle will become the first local government in NSW
to move to 100% renewable electricity after awarding a tender to
purchase power from the state’s largest windfarm.
A 10-year power purchase agreement (PPA) was awarded to
energy retailer Flow Power for the equivalent of all the City’s
operational needs from the Sapphire Wind Farm in the New
England region.
The accepted tender, which follows Council’s August resolution
to make the switch to renewables when existing supply contracts
expire, stands to save rate payers around $1.8 million over the
10-year contract.
“From 1 January, the City will become the first local government
in NSW to purchase enough renewable electricity to meet 100%
of our operational electricity requirements,” Newcastle Lord Mayor
Nuatali Nelmes said.
“This means enough clean energy will be put into the grid to
power every sportsground floodlight, local library, park-BBQ and
any other facility Council operates.
“Drawing all our energy needs from renewables is a significant
achievement for the City and our mission to make our operations
more sustainable and cost effective.
“Around 70% of the respondents to a recent community survey
supported this move, ranking renewables as one of their highest
priority measures to reduce impacts on the environment.”
Flow Power CEO Matthew van der Linden said organisations like
City of Newcastle were “leading the transition to a new energy
future”.
“We’re thrilled to see the uptake of renewable deals like these
grow in the Hunter Region, as proven by City of Newcastle and
Molycop earlier this year,” Mr van der Linden said.
“We see this as a long-term partnership, which will not only
support City of Newcastle but also, have significant broader
impacts for the local region.”
The City already uses half a megawatt of solar energy generated
on the roofs of 10 of its facilities, including Newcastle Museum,
with an additional five megawatts to come from the solar farm at
the Summerhill Waste Management Centre.
Located 18k m west of Glen Innes, CWP Renewables’ Sapphire
Wind Farm generates enough energy to power around 115,000
homes annually. The facility is part of a 1,300 MW wind, solar and
battery portfolio the Newcastle-based firm is building across
Australia.
Sapphire also supplies locally based industrial products
manufacturer Molycop, which became one of the biggest buyers
of renewable energy in Australia when it signed a PPA with Flow
Power earlier this year.
The City will join the University of Newcastle in switching over to
renewables on 1 January and follow the lead of other progressive
Australian organisations, including the University of NSW, CBA,
Westpac, Monash University and Melbourne University.

AW3587054
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HBR business news
7 day makeover of Anna Bay
Anna Bay is getting a 7 Day Makeover this summer, with the
town set to be transformed on a shoe-string budget, powered
by the community. The makeover is scheduled for 30 November
2019 – 7 December 2019.
Created by David Engwicht from Creative Communities, the 7
Day Makeover empowers communities to improve their places
and spaces, aligning with a key direction of Council’s Community
Strategic Plan – strong economy, vibrant communities and active
investment.
Inspired by the results of the 7 Day Makeover in neighbouring
Mid Coast council area, Central Ward Councillor Sarah Smith saw
the program’s potential for Anna Bay and brought a Notice of
Motion for the proposal to council in August 2019, which was
supported unanimously.
“This is such an exciting opportunity for Anna Bay,” Cr Smith said.
“We have a proud and active community and this is the perfect
program to help us call on that people-power from with Anna
Bay – and all around Port Stephens – to make some real, tangible
changes in our beautiful town.
“David will teach us a whole new way to create great public
spaces that is cheaper and delivers instant results,” she said.
For 25 years, David Engwicht has been helping towns around
the world transform tired, underused and unappreciated public
spaces into vibrant community hubs.
Cr Smith is encouraging anyone and everyone to register their
interest.
“I want people of all ages and abilities to participate, even if
they can only give one hour – everyone is welcome. The better we
work together, the more chance we have to make better places
and better spaces here in Port Stephens,” Cr Smith said.

HBR business news
RCA Australia celebrates
25 years of service
Carrington based engineering consultancy RCA Australia
is celebrating 25 years in business in 2019. The milestone
consolidates RCA’s formidable reputation in the geotechnical and
environmental engineering fields.
Founded in 1994 by Bob Carr, RCA continues to deliver specialist
knowledge to the construction and development sectors in
geotechnical and environmental engineering, construction
materials testing, environmental testing and acoustic and
vibration assessment.
RCA Managing Director Mark Allman said that the company
was thrilled to be celebrating 25 years in the industry and was
especially proud of the services it has provided to local industry
and community including significant local projects such as BHP
Main Site, Pasminco and Honeysuckle Redevelopments, the Hunter
Expressway, Minimbah Third Rail Track and the Newcastle Light Rail.
RCA’s engineering expertise has seen them involved in over 150km
of Pacific Highway Upgrade projects and currently the company is
involved in a major redevelopment project at John Hunter Hospital as
well as the proposed Coffs Harbour Bypass.
The company is immensely proud of their record and their talented,
hardworking team of engineers, scientists and technicians.
After 25 years, Bob Carr maintains a key role in the company,
complemented by Managing Director Mark Allman and recently
appointed Director Alex Rees.
The team are excited with the success and growth of the
business and look forward to continuing their support of the local
community and industry.

Out of the Square was honoured to receive not one, but two
NEWI Awards at the recent ceremony held in Newcastle.
The NEWI awards for Digital Creativity are Australia's largest
digital awards program for entrepreneurs, regional innovators
and creatives. There were a record 91 entries received, the highest
in the awards 9 year history.
OOTS took out two of the most coveted awards: “Digital Agency
of the Year” and Marty Adnum, Managing Director received
“Creative of the Year.”
The Digital Agency of the Year Award recognises the region’s
best marketing, digital or advertising agency, that delivered in
the areas of results, design, interaction with a major focus on
innovation.

“Receiving the Digital
Agency of the Year Award
for a second time is a
phenomenal feat, and means
so much to a team that
strives to delivery for clients
on a daily basis,” said OOTS
Executive Manager Rob
Vincent.
The Creative of the
Year Award recognises
and outstanding creative
professional who possess
the unique ability to
inspire through leadership,
innovation or design.
In receiving the Creative
of the Year Award, Marty
Adnum said “This most
definitely is a highlight of
my 32 year career, I love
what I do and am fortunate
to work with such an incredibly talented team. This only inspires
me to do more to help others and the region.”
Event organisers Lunaticks Society president Greg Hall said "In
terms of choosing the winners, it's been really tough because there
are people doing exceptional things out there to solve problems in a
different way."
In a region which gives more prominence to sporting and cultural
endeavours, Mr Hall said the ongoing digital revolution would affect
"everyone from the cradle to the grave" and none of the innovators
were "waiting for permission" to start implementing their ideas.
Winning these two NEWI awards comes off the back of Out of the
Square also winning the Hunter Business Awards Organisation of
the Year.

Workplace and Employment
division for Roberts Legal
Executive Team - Bob Carr, Mark Allman & Alex Rees

GEOTECHNICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSULTANTS
NOW CELEBRATING 25 YEARS!
RCA Australia was established in 1994 in Newcastle and
comprises five business groups that can provide
specialised services for a diverse range of requirements.
• Geotechnical Engineering
• Construction Materials Testing
• Environmental Engineering
• RCA Acoustics
• Environmental Laboratory
RCA Australia is an employee-owned organisation
comprising approximately 50 full-time staff including
engineers, scientists, chemists, occupational
hygienists, geologists and technicians.
Our experienced professionals provide a range
of skills to meet your project needs.

Contact us today to discover how
we can help your business
RCA Australia - 92 Hill Street, Carrington NSW 2294
P: (02) 4902 9200 E: administrator@rca.com.au W: www.rca.com.au
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Emergency Water Infrastructure
Rebate Scheme expanded
The Emergency Water Infrastructure Rebate Scheme is providing
provide an additional $13 million for drought-affected livestock
farmers to purchase and upgrade water infrastructure.
Primary producers who are eligible for funding can access
rebates of up to $25,000 on new purchases and installation costs
of water infrastructure projects. This includes the installation
of pipes, water storages and water pumps, de-silting dams and
associated power supplies such as generators.
The program will also now allow horticulturalists with
permanent plantings, who were previously ineligible for funding,
to access it.
NSW Minister for Agriculture Adam Marshall said many farmers
have already accessed the program, with the initial allocation of
$10 million exhausted and 650 applications awaiting processing
and funding.
“These producers have been doing it incredibly tough with
ongoing drought conditions," Mr Marshall said.
The EWIRS is funded by the Australian Government and
administered by the NSW Government.
Applications close 30 June 2021 or earlier if the funding
allocation is exhausted.

Roberts Legal have opened a new Workplace
and Employment Division to be headed by Jeremy
Kennedy, one of Australia’s leading and most
experienced WHS lawyers. Mr Kennedy, who has
previously been a Senior Lawyer and Group Leader
of similar divisions at Australian Business Lawyers,
McCollough Robertson Lawyers and Nexus Law
Group, has over 30 years’ experience in workplace
and industrial relations law.
Managing Director, Sam Roberts, said “We are
excited to expand our offering for our commercial
clients to work, health and safety matters and to
bolster our existing employment and industrial
relations law capacity. Jeremy is an exceptional
lawyer and well-known in the legal industry as the
go-to lawyer for workplace incidents and fatalities.”
“Roberts Legal will be hosting a series of seminars
early in 2020 to assist business owners, directors
and officers in meeting their legal obligation of
due diligence under the WHS Act. Jeremy is also
available for boardroom and site presentations”, he
said.
Roberts Legal are located directly adjacent to the
Newcastle Court House on the corner of Hunter and
Darby Streets in Newcastle.

If you have a
workplace problem,
we can help you
find a solution.

Our team of expert workplace, employment and industrial
relations lawyers have an excellent reputation for obtaining
successful and quick results.
•
•
•
•

Work Health & Safety
Industrial Relations & Employment Law
Employment Disputes & Litigation
Executive Employment Contracts & Enterprise
Bargaining Agreements
• Legislation & Award Compliance
• Coronial ICAC Investigations & Inquiries
Our Workplace Practice Leader, Jeremy Kennedy, has been recognised
in 2018 by Doyles Legal Guide as a leading WHS lawyer nationally.
1300 553 343

www.robertslegal.com.au

hello@robertslegal.com.au
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EXPANSION OF
TRUE NORTH VISION
Founded in 1987, North Construction & Building specialises in the education, health, hospitality and aged care sectors. By
leveraging a mix of personalised service and high quality outcomes, combined with putting their values front and centre,
North continues to lead the way toward higher accountability amongst players in the space and further reinforce being one
of the most trusted builders throughout the Hunter Valley, Newcastle and Central Coast regions.
With an unwavering commitment to excellence and the advancement of people, this 100%-employee-owned builder is
doing business differently.
“We are working hard to be not only THE builder of choice throughout our delivery regions, but also THE employer of choice
as well,” stated North Managing Director Matthew Cook. “To our purpose, in everything we do, we are building trust with our
clients, our subcontractors, our staff, and in our community.”
N O R T H F U R T H ER A F I EL D
Throughout their 30-year history, North has been delivering commercial construction projects from beyond Muswellbrook to
Newcastle, and from the Mid North Coast down to North Sydney. Having first established an office in West Gosford in their
early days, North moved their head office into the Tuggerah-based Mariner’s Centre of Excellence in 2016. A permanent
Broadmeadow office was later established to better service Newcastle and Hunter Valley clients and employees.

Award winning
North enjoyed a spectacular night of success at the Master Builders Association 2019 Newcastle Excellence in Building Awards.
The business had six projects nominated across a diverse range of categories and was successful in the following:
• Extensions, Renovations & Refurbishments ($2m-$5m) - St Philip's Christian College, Waratah - Kindergarten and Early Learning
• Public Buildings ($3m and under) - EDSACC Grandstand, Bateau Bay
• Public Buildings ($3m-$7m) - St Philip's Christian College - Cessnock Activate Centre
• Restoration of an Historic Building - St Philip's Christian College, Waratah - Kindergarten and Early Learning
• Aged Care Medium Density Developments - Regis Aged Care, Elermore Vale
• Industrial Buildings - Newcastle Light Rail Depot and Stops
• Commercial Projects ($5m-$10m) - San Clemente High School, Mayfield
• Best Use of Bricks - Regis Aged Care, Elermore Vale
"It is rare to see a contractor with that diversity extending across the general commercial, aged care, education, heritage,
refurbishment and industrial sectors," Cook said. "Receiving recognition from the peak building industry body in our
region supports our claims of consistency, quality and professionalism. It is this reputation that so many of our employees,
subcontractors and clients know and trust.”
The business is the reigning Australian Medium Employer of the Year from the 2018 Australian Training Awards, and more
recently at the 2019 NSW Training Awards, North employee, Nelson Florimo, was named NSW Apprentice of the Year.
"Our success here is something we're immensely proud of,” said Cook. “We are very grateful to our clients, but it is our staff,
suppliers and subcontractors who contribute so much to these achievements,” concluded Cook.

Once again, the time has come for this local mid-sized construction company to expand its reach and extend
efforts even further afield.
“As a regional builder, our solid reputation and delivery of commercial projects continues to grow,” expressed Cook. “For
a long time we have had clients gauge our interest in working further afield and for us, the timing is now right. Any strategy
of growth must be done without there being a dilution of our culture, our purpose and our genuine business differentiator:
Building with Trust. Since the expansion of our employee shareholding group in 2018, growth into other NSW regions has been
carefully considered and planned to a point that we are now confident our reputation of Trust and the same approach to
business in our current regions will be upheld and indeed successfully replicated.”
To that end, North has recently signed an early contractor involvement (ECI) contract to progress the development of a new
secondary campus for St Matthew’s Catholic School in Mudgee. “This significant development will mark our first presence in Western
NSW,” Cook said. “As an early engagement contractor to the Catholic Diocese of Bathurst, we will be a key partner throughout the
entire design process, providing design management input and buildability solutions. We’re looking forward to bringing our school
construction expertise to this project and, as a marker to the business, establishing its presence in a further region.”
CO N T I N U ED C OM M I T M EN T
North’s commitment to their clients, subcontractors, employees, and communities in which they live and work, will remain
unchanging as they enter new markets.
North has five values that drive the behaviour and culture within the company: trust, excellence, respect, relational and fun.
When you look around the business, it’s not hard to find proof that North’s values are much more than just words. Testament to
this is the fact that more than 50% of all North’s employees have only ever worked for the company in addition to North being
named Australian Medium Employer of the Year at the 2018 Australian Training Awards.
In addition, the company has a rich history of investing in work placements, trade apprenticeships and construction
management cadetships. They go above and beyond in the industry with current staff participating in one of the workplace
learning programs making up 25% of all North employees. By doing this, the company is best able to directly contribute to the
pool of future North employees while, at the same time, strengthening the overall construction industry.

www.north.com.au

“These corporate values and commitment to clients, subcontractors, employees and the community will remain the
foundation of the company moving forward and continue to form the basis of our reputation of being a trusted regional
builder and employer,” Cook professed.

W i th an unw averi ng
commi tm ent t o
excel l ence and t he
advancem ent of
peopl e, thi s 100%
em pl oyee- ow ne d
bui l d er i s doi ng
busi ness di f f eren t l y.
Artist impression of concept design
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BUILDING WITH TRUST.
Our promise.
COMMERCIAL BUILDER OF THE
YEAR 2011, 2016 & 2017

MOST VALUED PARTNER
2018 STUDENT ENGAGEMENT AWARDS
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HBR business news
1 ML of water for Upper Hunter farmers
Drought-stricken Murrurundi and the Upper Hunter region
experienced a moment of reprieve on 14 October, welcoming a
delivery of approximately 1 million litres of water for local farming
families thanks to the #FinishWaterWaste initiative and Rural Aid.
The #FinishWaterWaste initiative encourages Australians to turn
off the tap and stop pre-rinsing their dishes to save up to 40 litres
of water per load and in turn promises to donate 6.8 million litres
of water to communities suffering from the drought, including
Murrurundi.
The town of Murrurundi ran out of local water over six months
ago and has been forced to truck in water from 40 kms away to
keep the taps running. Conserving water has become the town’s key
priority as the Pages River continues to evaporate. Extreme Level Six
water restrictions have been in place for more than a year meaning
the township can only access water for the bare essentials – a far cry
from the 340 litres used by the average Australian.
Rural Aid spokesperson Gary Bentley said: “It’s difficult to fathom
a farmer turning on the tap and nothing coming out, a privilege
we take for granted in this country. With no end in sight, we are
delivering approximately 1 million litres of water donated via the
#FinishWaterWaste campaign to farmers in the Upper Hunter
region. This will be the second major water delivery on our
journey to donate 6.8 million litres of precious water to regional
communities in need.”
Upper Hunter Shire Mayor Wayne Bedggood thanked Rural Aid
and the #FinishWaterWaste initiative for the donation of water to
local farmers.
“Rural communities know how essential a resource water is.
For those on the land, if it doesn’t rain there can be no water
for crops or livestock and there can be enormous expense in

just maintaining basic household and drinking supply levels,” Cr
Bedggood said.
“In town, Murrurundi residents have shown great determination
to conserve water over recent years, and even when the water
pipeline is complete in 2020, they will still be a water-wise
community. They have set a great example for any town or city, of
how to use less water.”
Research shows over three quarters of Australians use their
dishwashers at least two to three times a week, with the majority
rinsing their dishes beforehand. This unnecessary habit can waste
up to 40 litres of water per load; or, an estimated 20 billion litres of
water in just one year.
To help #FinishWaterWaste and support those families impacted
by the drought, Finish is encouraging Australians to turn off the
tap and stop pre-rinsing their dishes. You can make the promise
via social media by sharing a public post demonstrating their
favourite water saving tip, tagging #FinishWaterWaste and Finish
will donate 40 litres of water to people that need it via Rural Aid.

Virtually your biggest risk
Protect your business with cyber insurance
It’s not a matter of if you’ll be the victim of a cyber attack, but when.
Cyber insurance helps you pick up the pieces in the aftermath
of an incident and gives you access to a range of experts to
help you contain, control and co-ordinate your response.
Don’t leave it too late to protect your business with
insurance coverage designed for your specific needs.

info.ajg.com.au/newcastle

To find out more, contact Gallagher’s Newcastle Branch on (02) 4979 3333,
visit info.ajg.com.au/newcastle or drop in and see us at Sky Central, 123 Pacific Highway, Charlestown.
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Cover is subject to the Policy terms and conditions. You should consider if the insurance is suitable for you and read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and Financial Services Guide (FSG) before
making a decision to acquire insurance. These are available at www.ajg.com.au. REF2536-0619-2.2

HBR business news
Sod turning ceremony marks start of
Munibung Road extension

Forsythes Recruitment & HR
acquires Sydney firm

The long-awaited Munibung Road extension is finally on track
for completion, with the first sod being turned on the $5.17
million project.
On 4 October Liberal Senator for NSW, the Hon. Concetta
Fierravanti-Wells, joined Lake Macquarie Mayor Cr Kay Fraser to
turn the sod on the critical road project.
“This 820 m extension will link Glendale with Cardiff’s
industrial estate, significantly improving connectivity around
the City’s northern and western suburbs,” Senator FierravantiWells said.
“Its completion will immediately provide faster, smoother and
safer journeys for road users, benefiting local business and laying
a foundation for future growth.
“The Australian Government is pleased to join with Lake
Macquarie City Council to contribute $2.27m to the $5.17m
project, through the ‘Building Better Regions Fund.”
Cr Fraser said the extension was integral to future development
of the North-West Catalyst Area.
“This is a regionally significant infrastructure project that will
unlock business investment, commercial development and
housing opportunities, supporting growth in this region,” Cr
Fraser said.
“It has taken a significant amount of work to get to this point
and we acknowledge the Australian Government’s patience and
the support of the NSW Government to reach a solution.
“We are working with the Hunter and Central Coast
Development Corporation and interested developers to realise
the full potential of this site, now that the ownership has been
transferred to the NSW Government.”
Council’s CEO Morven Cameron said the works would
significantly benefit Lake Macquarie and the Hunter.
“I’m pleased to see this project reach this major milestone,” Ms
Cameron said.
“The road is a catalyst for development of more than 800 new
homes and 20 additional hectares of employment-generating
land.
“This area is identified in the Greater Newcastle Metropolitan
Plan as a key to the region’s future growth and prosperity.”
The project is funded by the Australian Government through the
Building Better Regions Fund and Lake Macquarie City Council.
Daracon will be undertaking the works on behalf of Council.
Works are expected to be completed in mid-2020.

Hunter-based talent management firm, Forsythes Recruitment &
HR, has acquired Western Sydney’s largest independently-owned
recruitment and consulting firm.
Manging director Geoff Crews said the purchase of Penrith
Personnel is part of its continued expansion plans beyond the
Hunter region.
Mr Crews said Western Sydney is a natural extension of Forsythes’
regional city roots and the acquisition positions the firm on the
doorstep of significant population growth, regional development and
Australia’s largest infrastructure projects including Western Sydney
Airport and a long line of employment opportunities.
“The pace of the Hunter and Central Coast right now is
outstanding and we need to ensure we’re accessing emerging
candidate markets and bolstering HR expertise in growth
industries to proactively support local clients,” Mr Crews said.
“We aren’t ones to let the grass grow under our feet and our
business is poised for further growth over the next three years
and beyond,” he said.
Mr Crews said the cultural alignment of the acquisition was the
most pleasing. He said Western Sydney people are like Hunter and
Central Coast people. They want passion, responsiveness, roll-upthe-sleeves service and the sort of pride in your work that comes
from within.
“We were nervous that our team-focused culture and financial
rewards through group profit share (rather than traditional
agency commissions) wouldn’t fly down there.”
“But the retiring Penrith Personnel owners agreed that the
approach would work with their staff because it’s in the best
interests of clients.”
Forsythes Recruitment & HR has branches in Singleton,
Newcastle, Tuggerah and a serviced office in Macquarie Park in
Sydney. Mr Crews said that Sydney office will remain to service a
growing number of Sydney clients in the tech and digital sectors.

Senator for New South Wales, The Honourable Concetta Fierravanti-Wells, Lake
Macquarie Mayor Cr Kay Fraser and Divisional Manager - Hunter Civil at Daracon
Group Michael Rummery turned the sod on the Munibung Road extension
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Hunter Region cruise tourism season started
The arrival of 317-metre Celebrity Solstice to Port of Newcastle on 16
October marked the start of the Hunters 2019-20 cruise season.
On the back of recent growth in cruise ship numbers, the region is
looking forward to 15 visits this season, suggesting a new record of
more than 30,000 cruise passengers could be set.
The season includes three maiden visits for Explorer Dream, Sea
Princess and Golden Princess. Explorer Dream will visit Port of
Newcastle an impressive six times between Monday 28 October and
Monday 2 December 2019.
Distinguishable by their new blue shirts and white hats, Newcastle
Cruise Volunteers will be on hand to provide a friendly welcome
for cruise passengers. The team of 38 dedicated volunteers share
their love of Newcastle and provide expert local advice to ensure
passengers get the most out of their time in the city.
Port of Newcastle Executive Manager Marine and Operations
Glen Hayward said the continued growth of cruise tourism proved
Newcastle was an ideal destination port for the industry.
“With its close proximity to the Newcastle coastline and world class
beaches, the rolling vineyards of the Hunter Valley wine region and
natural beauty of Port Stephens, Newcastle remains a popular port of
call amongst Australian and international guests,” Mr Hayward said.
“We are proud to play a role by facilitating cruise ship visits given
the important economic benefits it has for the region and the
community.”
The Port has this year invested a further $250,000 in upgrades to its
Channel Berth infrastructure to enhance the experience for customers
during their visit.
The 2018-19 cruise season was record-breaking, with 16 cruise ships
and more than 29,000 passengers visiting the port.
Celebrity Solstice carries 2,852 passengers and is scheduled to visit
four times this season.
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SKY Residences now underway
On 1 October GWH officially announced the construction
commencement of SKY Residences. On hand to turn the SOD
were GWH Company Directors Grahame Chevalley & Hilton
Grugeon, GWH Development Manager Ian Summers, Newcastle
Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes and Councilor John Church.
Newcastle Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes said “This development
is creating local jobs, dramatically improving a long dormant
section of the City and adding 180 new residences right near the
Civic cultural precinct”.
Located at 509 Hunter Street and 386 King Street, SKY
Residences launched to market in June 2018. Despite a
difficult period for the national property market, sales on
the development have steadily continued enabling the local
company to begin construction. GWH Managing Director
Jonathan Craig said decades of local experience gave the
company every confidence in the strength of the Newcastle
market.
“We’ve been through many property cycles and have continued
to stay busy through this one. By mid 2020 we’ll deliver another
113 new homes to the region, inclusive of 30 affordable housing
apartments we’re building for Evolve Housing,” said Mr Craig.
Construction of SKY Residences continues GWH’s 100%
completion rate having already delivered 324 homes since 2017.
Construction of SKY Residences 19 storey tower is expected to
continue until late 2021.
Mr Craig said “We’ll really start to see some action when the
tower crane is installed early 2020 and the building starts to come
out of the ground.

Search IS OVER

Ian Summers, John Church, Nuatali Nelmes, Grahame Chevalley and Hilton Grugeon

“Being one of a handful of developments with a 19 storey DA
means residents within SKY are going to have some sensational
views over the Harbour, Stockton, Merewether and the Watagan
Mountains” said Mr Craig
Sky features over 1,100 square metres of luxury facilities
available to all residents. The spectacular 19th Floor SKY Lounge
rooftop space is a common area, giving every resident access
to spectacular views and contemporary lifestyle amenities with
outdoor lounge terrace, barbecue and dining area. Indoors
there’s a lounge area, fireplace and dining facilities with separate
bar area, fridge and large-screen TV. SKY also features a heated
outdoor pool and fully-equipped gym & fitness centre.

Newcastle clinic for growing speech pathologist
Local speech pathology service, A Growing Understanding,
is expanding into Newcastle as part of their ongoing plan to
support families across the region.
The business recently signed a lease for space within the new
Cooks Hill Medical Hub and is keen to work with Newcastle
families to develop essential communication skills and build
confidence.
Lauren Haskins, Practice Director of A Growing Understanding
Speech Pathology, believes Newcastle is their next best move
when it comes to ensuring families have access to quality
speech pathology services:
“We believe that communication access is vital in ensuring
everyone can participate in social, educational and
community activities. Our Newcastle clinic will help us to
continue to provide quality services to support children with
communication difficulties,” said Lauren.
“Our team of experienced speech pathologists will join other
Allied Health providers in this new medical hub, and are thrilled
at the prospect of working with Newcastle families to break
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down communication barriers, build life-long skills and grow
confidence.”
As the name suggests, A Growing Understanding Speech
Pathology provides services that are centred around growing
the confidence and understanding of both children and those
who care for and support them.
When the Lake Macquarie practice opened in 2016, Lauren
was the sole clinician with minimal appointments each week.
In just three years the practice has grown significantly, offering
eight clinicians and support staff who now work out of three
locations; Gateshead, Williamtown and Cooks Hill.
As a registered provider with Medicare, private health funds
and the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS), A Growing
Understanding can support children with developmental
disabilities such as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), children
who are not yet talking, as well as stuttering, speech sound
difficulties and feeding difficulties.
The Newcastle clinic opened on 11 November 2019.
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Let's talk with....

Chris THORNTON

1. In a few words tell us about your current role.
I am the Executive Chef and owner of Restaurant Mason and Restaurant
Mason Catering. My main responsibilities lie at the day to day running of the
restaurant and advising the catering team, rostering, creating dishes and
menus, HR, training, food preparation and food service.

2. How have you reached this point in your professional life?
I began my cooking apprenticeship in the Hunter Valley at Peppers Guest
House under Jamie Hartcher, after 12 months I moved to Restaurant II in
Newcastle under Peter Bryant where we earned a SMH Good Food Guide Hat in
our first year.
I stayed at Restaurant II for 3 years, completing my apprenticeship and in
the process competed in and won cooking competitions including the Brett
Graham Scholarship which gave me the opportunity to travel to London to
work for Brett at the now 2 Michelin star restaurant The Ledbury.
I worked at The Ledbury for nearly 2 Years and then returned to Newcastle
to head the kitchen at Bistro Tartine. In 2011 my wife and I decided to take the
leap and open our own restaurant and Restaurant Mason was born.
Restaurant Mason received its Hat in its first year and is regarded as the one
of the best regional restaurants in NSW. It was awarded best local restaurant
in 2013, 2014 and 2019 and in 2016 I won the Appetite for Excellence Young
Restaurateur of the Year.
Since opening Restaurant Mason, we have also expanded the business to
include Restaurant Mason Catering.
3. When you’re not at work, where can we find you?
I train at a local gym (Pinpoint) 5 mornings a week, bodyboard when I get a
bit of free time, an on the occasional Sunday a bit of park NFL. Most of the time
outside of the restaurant is spent with my wife, 3 children and our 2 dogs.
4. Where do you find inspiration?
Inspiration can be found anywhere, nnline, social media, Netflix, eating out,
reading books, speaking with peers, suppliers or farmers. Even Mums cooking.
5. What advice would you give to someone just starting out in your field?
Don’t rush into it, learn from as many people as possible so that when you
do begin you are aware of all aspects of the business. When you do open
communicate with your staff, customers and suppliers, treat them with respect
and always keep an eye on the percentages and accounting or have someone
in your business you can trust to do it. Running a restaurant isn’t just about
being a good cook, you need to also be a manager. Most importantly enjoy
what you do though.
6. What’s something most people don’t know about you?
I love NFL. I follow the New England Patriots and over the last 8 years have
become fascinated with how cerebral the game actually is and how games can
be won or lost through preparation or by 1 play.
7. How would you like to see the Hunter evolve over the next decade?
Our focus needs to be on Newcastle and the CBD. It has been an incredibly
tough few years for small business in the area and it’s up to the council and
NSW government to help to reinvigorate the area encouraging visitors and
the local community alike to return to the CBD. We have an incredible amount
to offer and unfortunately, I think that has been forgotten. I would like to see
the city thrive and be a place people want to come to and who want to open a
busines in.
8. What’s your favourite Hunter restaurant/café/bar?
Restaurant: It’s a hard choice between Asa don, Boa Brothers or Antojitos
Café: Rubber Duckys, Moor or East end Hub
Bar: Coal and Cedar or Kotetsu
9. Are you reading anything at the moment?
Just finished Tom Clancy’s, Enemy Contact its part of the Jack Ryan Jr series
10. Do you have a favourite sport or team?
NRL: Lifelong Canberra Raiders Supporter
NFL: New England Patriots
11. What’s the best line from a film you’ve ever heard?
It’s a line from the movie The Anchor Man. “Milk was a bad choice.”
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Courageous Leadership
Alexandria Joy
UQ Power
The world we want to live in requires courage. Technology
and innovation are providing us with opportunity, however
they also come with responsibility. Courageous leadership,
sometimes referred to as “servant leadership,” offers an
alternative to the egotism that so often goes hand in hand with
power, and encourages leaders to consider the impact of their
decisions on their people and the planet as they pursue their
purpose and profits.
Leaders set the emotional, psychological and ethical tone
for their organisations. This contagion from leader to team was
identified by Sigal Barsade in a series of studies at the Yale
School of Management. She found that if a leader was in a
negative mood, team members caught that mood and their
performances tanked. If the leader was upbeat, members
became energised and performance shot up.
The implications of this are far reaching as they go beyond just
mood and performance. Courage it seems is also contagious.
The real test of courage and living a company’s espoused
values comes not in good times but in challenging times. Take
for example the recent mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida in the United States.
CEO of Dick’s Sporting Goods, Ed Stack made the courageous
decision to destroy more than $A7.4 million worth of assaultstyle rifles in their stores and turn them into scrap metal.
Mr Stack made the values-based decision after discovering
that the shooter who killed 17 students and school staff had
purchased the weapon from a Dick’s store. Now Walmart have
announced it will discontinue the sale of short-barrel rifle and
handgun ammunition nationwide.
Courageous leadership is contagious.
This week I had the pleasure of attending and taking part in a
leadership breakfast discussion at the SingularityU Australia Summit,
Darling Harbour Sydney. Leadership in an era of innovation and
exponential learning and growth was high on the agenda and
with it came the ethics, values and courage required to balance
exponential economics with a social conscience.
In his keynote, Amin Toufani discussed some of the ways
exponential technologies create exponential winners and losers
demonstrating the growing divide with a simple statistic of the
thousands of dollars profit giant corporates Apple, Facebook,
Amazon and Google make in just 10 seconds compared to
the $0.02 the average human would have made in the same
10 seconds, the 418 tonnes of food waste and the 19 children
born into poverty. Stark revealing statistics.
Nicki Hutley shared views on the role of tech in Australia’s
economic future and that the future of jobs in Australia will be
jobs of the heart which means a strong need for building trust
and removing the need for so many royal commissions. Nicki’s
advice to us? Stop looking at the market lead and start looking
at the human need. That our future shall be a future by design

at the human need. That our future shall be a future by design
and that we must choose to change our thinking.
Jon Yeo also discussed the need for nurturing relationships
through building trust and rapport, that storytelling is the
foundation of human existence and that leaders must
demonstrate empathy and share succinct, relevant stories to
connect with their people more often and more deeply.
Over breakfast I chatted at length with Kaila Colbin and Pia
Mancini about preparing our youth for the future of work and
the gig economy, the challenge of governance and citizenship
in an exponential age and how leaders must be prepared to
demonstrate vulnerability in order to build trusting workplace
cultures in the future.
What does it mean for us as leaders and owners of businesses
in Australia? The following qualities may be the most important
for leaders to possess:
• Creative problem solver
• Empathic
• Openness and communication • Collaboration
• Expertise
• Explorer
• Strategic thinker
• Enabling
• Proactive
• Lifetime learner
We must envisage the future we want to create. We must ask
ourselves the challenging questions, we must be prepared to
have the courage to stand up for our people and our values,
especially during the tough times.
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University of Newcastle commits $5
million to attract top research talent
Budding research students aiming to make a meaningful
impact with their studies are to receive significant funding
support, thanks to a new $5 million scholarship fund from the
University of Newcastle.
Aiming to attract and retain the best and brightest students
to the region, the program was initiated by Vice-Chancellor,
Professor Alex Zelinsky AO, and will provide scholarship
opportunities for 90 ‘Higher Degree by Research’ students.
Higher Degree Research is a postgraduate university degree
involving a supervised research project, such as a Masters by
Research or a PhD.
In the first round, 45 candidates from across Australia and
the world have been awarded the Vice-Chancellor’s Higher
Degree by Research Training Scholarship.
To help foster their academic careers, recipients will receive a
tuition fee scholarship, living allowance fixed for three and a half
years, a laptop, overseas student health cover for international
candidates and, if eligible, a relocation allowance.
Professor Zelinsky said applicants were selected based on
academic merit and proven capacity for research.
“The successful candidates show tremendous potential to
develop the skills for ongoing influence in their academic
careers, and to make meaningful difference in their fields.
“We hope this extra $5 million investment, in addition to
the significant breadth of existing scholarships we offer, will
continue to attract academic talent to our region and help
foster innovative research,” Professor Zelinsky said.
Among the 30 domestic candidates offered scholarships in
the first round is Rosey Hart, who will investigate extreme water
levels and hydrodynamic modelling in the coastal zone.
Since beginning her studies at the University of Newcastle as an
Open Foundation student, Rosey has achieved first class Honours
in Bachelor of Science, majoring in Earth and Marine Sciences.
An ocean enthusiast, Rosey said she hoped to raise
awareness about the importance of keeping coastal zones
clean and respecting these environments that support so much
of modern lives.
“My goal is to learn more about the coastal dynamic
processes on sandy beaches and rocky intertidal zones. By
doing so, there is potential to mitigate beach erosion, which is
prevalent along the coast of NSW, and allow us to appreciate
and sustain healthy beaches.”
Bachelor of Arts with Distinction graduate, Andrew Menken,
who went on to receive First Class Honours for his creative
thesis, was also awarded a Vice-Chancellor’s Higher Degree by
Research Training Scholarship.
Andrew said he aimed to write a collection of poems
encapsulating his individual experiences in his hometown of
Budgewoi on the Central Coast of New South Wales.
“This collection will not only focus on my relationship with a
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specific place and the dynamic character of that relationship
but will also illuminate the different ways in which identity is
shaped by our environment,” Andrew said.
Scholarship recipients will also have the opportunity to
participate in the newly-developed Academic Career
Preparation Pathway. This offers an academic training
experience beyond the research experience to help
candidates develop core competencies in university teaching.
The scholars will be exposed to learning and practice-based
opportunities in conducting tutorials, lab demonstrations,
effective classroom practice, learning and assessment design,
and the use of transformative technologies.
Of the 45 scholarships offered in Round One, 15 were
awarded to international applications.
“I am proud to see the University of Newcastle attracting
global talent to our regions, as well as retaining gifted and
motivated research students. By supporting these bright minds,
we are helping to shape leaders of the future who will no doubt
go on to do great things,” Professor Zelinsky

Newcastle leads the way with smart
city infrastructure
An advanced network of sensors spread across the city has
put Newcastle on the front foot to combat a range of local
environmental issues.
The City’s ‘Envirosensing’ network and Internet of Things
(IoT) project, was officially launched on 18 October, is the
culmination of three years of work to build one of the most
advanced smart city infrastructure systems in Australia.
The system is designed to measure a range of environmental
conditions including temperature, humidity, wind direction, air
quality, water usage, soil moisture and solar irradiance.
The infrastructure also allows for the pilot deployment of
smart bin sensors, smart parking sensors and other smart city
applications.

Data collected by the sensors can help the City better
understand and respond to issues such as urban heat
island effect, air pollution, flood management and water
sustainability, as well as monitor the performance of urban
systems and assets.
Newcastle Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes said Newcastle is
leading the way when it comes to investment in and uptake of
technology.
“The launch is a significant milestone, marking the completion
of the base infrastructure required to start deploying
applications that not only solve the city’s challenges but also
harness exciting opportunities,” Cr Nelmes said.
“An example of how these sensors can be used is in
combatting the phenomenon of higher temperatures in areas
with a lot of buildings and pavement, known as the Urban Heat
Island effect.
“Studies show that Urban Heat Islands are associated with
higher pollution and negative health conditions, especially for
the elderly and young children. This technology will be integral
to exploring possible actions to mitigate urban warming.”

The launch will also showcased custom-designed adaptable
sensor housings developed with local industrial design outfit
Design Anthology, which are integrated into the city’s growing
smart pole network and can be accessed by the City’s
research and industry partners to develop new technologies
and help solve city challenges.
Cr Nelmes said this network will establish Newcastle as an
experimental testbed for progressing research, prototyping and
entrepreneurial activity.
“The scope of this system’s potential is as far-reaching as the
imagination of the researchers and entrepreneurs we hope
to attract to solve an open-ended range of challenges using
sensing and data,” the Lord Mayor said.
“This infrastructure will allow us to focus on optimisation,
efficiency and evidence-based decisions in our journey towards
becoming a smart, sustainable and liveable global city.”
The NSW Government supported the deployment of smart
city infrastructure through a $5 million grant via the Restart NSWfunded Hunter Innovation Project. A partnership with the State
Government will see the City of Newcastle invest an additional
$2 million over three years.

A Vision and the A-Team
Christina Gerakiteys
UtopiaX and SingularityU
I’m not sure when the Vision starting transcending. I feel it has
been a lifelong journey that has gathered momentum and
shifted into the realm of reality as I found others who shared the
same vision for humanity and the planet.
My Co-CEO Lisa Andrews and I have just wrapped our first
SingularityU Australia Summit. Possible only because of the
most incredible team, the most amazing group of humans who
shared our passion and who believe that the future is positive.
We shared a stage with incredible international and national
thought leaders who in turn shared their thousands of hours
each of contemplation and research with our delegates.
We set out to peak curiosity, stimulate conversations, create
connections and encourage ongoing collaborations. Most
importantly we wanted to create a strong sense of community.
And due to our core team, our partners, sponsors, speakers,
facilitators, volunteers, friends and colleagues, we succeeded.
It’s easy to say ‘we succeeded’ in hindsight. We worked hard
and solid. We were all committed. We all shared a common
vision – to create #afuturebydesign, to be responsible and
lead, to walk our talk, and to create possibility through
opportunity.
We heard discussions and opinions on energy and
blockchain, ethics and longevity, adaptability and democracy.
Sam McCool, our emcee shared his job with Sam the artificial
intelligent, while Australian ‘group’ Future Crunch explained the
ratio of good news to bad news was incorrectly weighted to
the latter. Dr Jordan Nguyen exemplifies what a life committed
to creating and converging technologies to help those others
have given up on can achieve. Education is well served by
experts committed to making a change, to creating a system
that will serve us into the future. Put rather simply – we don’t
know what we don’t know until we know it.
Common threads that wove their way throughout the
keynotes and panels, workshops and conversations?
#1. Positivity, a positive mindset, and a positive tribe. Positivity
isn’t a pie-in-the-sky unicorn. It’s a way of life. It’s not a tapdance-a-minute ‘thing’, it can be tough going, especially
when your slogging it out at 3:00am and your eyelids are
stinging and your awake on chocolate. Mindset is king. And
queen. And science is proving it.
#2. A-Team, A-Team, A-Team. You may not find them
immediately. You might go through several iterations and be
stung a couple of times. But when you find them you know.
And you treat them with the respect and love they deserve.

#3. We really are in this together. Collaboration is a nonnegotiable if we are going to create the type of community we
want to be a part of.
#4. Rethink priorities. Money is a result of everything that
is well-done. Short term financial wins won’t bring you
sustainability. Or respect.
#5. Most of it is common sense.
Until SingularityU Australia Summit 2020, I will leave you with my
favourite quotes.
The first is from Alex Gladstein, who said, “Don’t be a sheep.
Australia already has 100 million.”
And this from Amin Toufani’s closing. “Intelligence is hitting
a target that nobody else can. Genius is hitting a target that
nobody else can see.”
Christina Gerakiteys is the Founder of
UtopiaX and CEO of SingularityU Australia
Summit. She is a change catalyst and
instigator of Moonshot Ideation. Christina
Pic and bio as per October
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HBR business advice
Get ready to make money from the
coming property boom
Sean James
Numus Business Services
Ask yourself these questions: Do you believe that property has
a boom/bust cycle? How long does the cycle last? Where are we
in the cycle?
If you knew where we are in the cycle, would that information
be valuable to you? Would it give you an advantage knowing
when to invest?
Very few people study the movement of property cycles as a
clue to the health state of the economy. Yet those who know
where we are in the current property cycle know when to buy so
they can make money during the boom.
To point you in the right direction I recommend you read a book
by UK economist, Fred Harrison, called ‘Boom Bust’. This will at
least introduce you to the knowledge that property has a cycle.
If you become aware that property has a cycle, then you will be
able to determine where we are in the cycle.
This is your great advantage.
For more information contact Sean at Numus Business Services
on 0411 600 799 or email sasjames@bigpond.net.au
Sean James is a chartered accountant and chartered
tax adviser who has been helping medium sized
businesses to create wealth for over 25 years. He
knows which strategies work and which ones will
fail. He says that businesses mostly get the timing
wrong and it ends up costing the business and
individual dearly. Sean uses a proven method of
creating success and wealth.
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HBR business advice
Right person, right job
Scott O’Connor
Lead C.I.
It is an age-old leadership dilemma – what to do
with underperforming leaders or teams?
There are many well-worn paths in getting to a
solution withsteps covering performance managing,
coaching, incentivised promises of rewards or
replacement, team meetings, or doing nothing.
Searching for the right solution can be a long and
torturous trail for anyone involved in the process.
Rather than searching for answers, maybe a
better way is to work on ensuring everyone in your
business has a common and agreed understanding
of their leadership role.
Start by organising for the underperforming
leader to workshop with peers a simple process that
looks at a typical “day in the life”. Not an as is day in
the life, but a realistic and desirable future state day.
The first thing the group needs to do is explore
and define what such a successful day looks like.
Sounds simple, but many businesses will avoid undertaking
this important task.
During the exercise, aim to generate a list of activities
where tasks are ideally completed daily, weekly or monthly.
While each activity alone is not so earth shattering, when
the exercise is facilitated properly, the collective outcomes
created during the process and in the weeks after can be
transformational. These include:

This article began by posing the question of what to do with
underperforming leaders and teams.
Perhaps the more appropriate enquiry is asking if your business
supports its senior people with the best systems and processes to
work as capable leaders?

To discuss managing transformational change and continuous improvement contact Scott on 0409 802 862 or
email scott.oconnor@leadci.com

• genuine discussion about required level of work
• alignment and agreement regarding leadership
competencies
• understanding linkage between specific leadership role
and organisation’s vision
• identified expectations on interactions with other roles
and levels of work
• defined context around importance of role in direct
relation to business outcomes
• recognised expectations of consequences when leader
has a bad day
• specific plan to address individual and group skills and
competency shortfalls
• respectful discussion about capabilities and
performance (often these are started by the leader as
they realise their own suitability, or otherwise, for the
role).
Once the team knows what a good day, week or month looks
like, it can then generate an expected work schedule which
would include a greater understanding of “musts” as opposed
to “wants.”
So, what happens when the team returns to the workplace
and begins trying to implement the ideal day plan?
That will depend on a supporting transition plan and
whether that is effectively introduced. Typically, the types of
transitional issues needing to be addressed will include:
• how to stop doing things not in the daily plan (invariably
leaders and peers spend huge amounts of time on
activities that do not add value)
• how to develop skills and competencies found to be
lacking in leaders
• communicating proposed changes to those who will be
affected
• ensuring access to correct tools and workplace systems.

Scott O’Connor consults with
LEAD C.I. and has over 25 years’
experience leading and managing
transformational change with
major companies across a broad
range of industries in Australia and
internationally.

‘Right Person
Right Job’
Join us at the BOS-Ex
Breakfast Series
- 4 December.
Don’t miss this opportunity
to take your business to the
next level.
Bookings are essential.

www.leadci.com

M: 0400 489 752
W: www.leadci.com

Follow us on:
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Wage Theft – “Orgy of Greed”
or mass hysteria?
Jeremy Kennedy
Roberts Legal
Recent high profile investigations, significant media coverage
and union/ACTU campaigns on what has been labelled as “wage
theft” and a business “orgy of greed” have certainly highlighted
for Australian employers their ongoing need to comply with
the Fair Work Act, National Employment Standard and industry
modern awards, but is the problems as large as proponents say?
Unions argue that recalcitrant Australian employers are
engaged in “systematic and deliberate underpayment of wages
and entitlements to Australian workers”. In my view there is
limited evidence supporting this fact. From my own experience
in acting both as a prosecutor on behalf of the former Workplace
Ombudsman and directly for employers in investigations and
litigation commenced by the regulator, the vast majority of
underpayment issues stem from a lack of employer knowledge,
lack of access to appropriate information and resources and a
misunderstanding of our very complex industrial relations and
wages system in Australia. For example, in the highly reported
Sunglasses Hut retail chain underpayment claim covered in
recent media, the $2.3 million dollar underpayment to 620 of
its employees was actually identified by the company itself.
The owner company of the retail business conducted its own
audit and realised that they had failed under the retail industry
award to agree in writing with its part time workers on a regular
pattern of working hours and days resulting in consequentially a
significant underpayment of overtime.
The employer in this case identified the pay error and reported
itself to the Fair Work Ombudsman (‘FWO’) stating it had a poor
understanding of the application of the modern award and relied
on practices prior to the modern award system being commenced.
In my experience this misunderstanding of our complex system is a
significant factor in what is now being called wage theft.
Whilst the use of the word “theft” by the union movement
and left facing legal/industrial relation academics provides
a suggestion of criminal conduct associated with wage
underpayment, however there are currently no criminal offences
on the legislative books which make underpayment of wages a
criminal offence. This however looks likely to change given the
Morrison government’s unveiling of proposed changes to the Fair
Work Act including the introduction of criminal penalties for the
worst and most deliberate cases of wages underpayment.
A discussion paper dealing with proposed criminal sanctions
suggests that these should be similar to the “corrupting benefits”
provisions of the Fair Work Act with criminal penalties of 10 years
imprisonment and $1 million dollar fines for individuals and $5.25
million dollar fines for companies.
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In addition to the push for criminal sanctions, unions and
industrial academics are seeking increases to current penalties
that already exist both federally and in the various states as well
as an increase in resources for the regulators, both state and
federal which appear to have been adopted by government.
The FWO has a not insignificant office and presence in our own
Hunter Valley and which no doubt will see a push for many of our
Hunter businesses to fall under the microscope of the regulator.
The FWO is responsible for monitoring compliance with the
Fair Work Act, fair work instruments and safety net contractual
entitlements . The FWO when investigating potential breaches
and non-compliance has coercive powers in undertaking
investigations including entering a business’ premises,
conducting interviews and requiring production of records and
documents and issuing of formal notices to produce. Failures to
comply with or to hamper a FWO inspector when exercising these
powers can result in penalties of up to $63,000.00.
The FWO, following an investigation, has a number of options
in terms of enforcement. These include the issuing of compliance
notices which are non-punitive measures instead of Court
proceedings, agreeing to enforceable undertakings, issuing of a
contravention letter, issuing of an infringement notice and litigation
for the most serious cases of non-compliance seeking penalties
currently up to $630,000.00 for a major offence and $63,000.00 for
minor offences against corporations. The FWO can also act on behalf
of employees seeking payment of outstanding monies.
In terms of outcomes of any litigation the FWO can seek and
the Courts order that underpayments be rectified and interest
paid, that compensation be paid to the workers effected, that civil
penalties be paid to the Commonwealth or where appropriate to
the impacted party together with injunctions to stop or prevent
further contraventions and that companies undertake specific
steps including training and wage audits.
So, are things as bad as being suggested by all the hype in
terms of non-compliance? The FWO released its Annual Report
for 2018/19 to the public on 22 October 2019. The report states
that they have recovered just over $40 million in underpayments
for 18,000 workers in that year. But what is this as a percentage of
total wages and salaries paid to Australia’s 15 million workers with
an average income of $55,000 per annuum. A paltry 0.0048 % of
our total wages has been recovered due to the underpayment
and wages theft crisis! If the regulator is doing its job which we
assume to be the case, then things are really not as bad as is
being suggested.
Nevertheless given the high level of attention by the FWO, the
union movement and the media in relation to alleged “wages
theft” by Australian businesses I strongly suggest that employers
undertake a review of their own wage system and payments as
against the Fair Work Act and modern awards or other industrial
instruments relevant to ensure that they are paying the correct
amounts to their employees.
Roberts Legal is able to assist in any such review and provide
strategic advice on managing the identification of any
underpayments and/or investigations and prosecutions by the
Ombudsman, unions or individual underpayment proceedings by
current or former employees.

PURSER CORPORATE COMM.

NEWCASTLE AIRPORT

Gracyn Endacott graduated from the
University of Newcastle with a Bachelor
of Communication in 2018, majoring
in Public Relations. Gracyn has worked
in financial administration, gaining
additional skills to her professional
communication and creative experience.
Gracyn will work with clients to develop
communication plans and strategies
across all channels, including developing
and producing content for digital
platforms, media distribution, publication
management, event coordination, art
and creative direction, report writing and
client services coordination.

Newcastle Airport has welcomed senior
executive and prominent Novocastrian
Samantha Martin-Williams as a nonexecutive Director to its Board. Mrs
Martin-Williams joins the board with
more than 25 years of experience in
highly regulated industries including
logistics and supply chain, financial
services, education and health. An
experienced leader and proud champion
of regional Australia, Mrs Martin-Williams
has held, and continues to hold, various
roles at iconic Newcastle organisations
including Newcastle Permanent Building
Society and the University of Newcastle.

PURSER CORPORATE COMM.

NEWCASTLE PERM
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

Clare Wilkinson joined the Purser team
in 2019 undertaking work experience
and was appointed as a Communication
Consultant in August 2019. Clare has
worked in mining, engineering, work
health and safety, recruitment, sports
and administrative roles which have
fuelled her love for creating authentic
engagement opportunities. Her training
in communication together with process
and administrative skills add great value
to client communication methodologies
and public affairs outcomes.

Newcastle
Permanent
Charitable
Foundation has announced the
appointment of health service executive,
Jane Gray as a non-executive Director to
its Board. Jane currently holds positions
as a non-executive director on other
Boards, including Committee for the
Hunter, Hunter Postgraduate Medical
Institute and Rigpa Fellowship. Jane has
extensive experience in organisational
culture, innovation and research,
customer relationship management and
building partnerships to deliver results.

RCA AUSTRALIA

LET US KNOW
A B O U T YO U R
PEOPLE!

Alex Lees joined RCA Australia as Acoustics
Manager in October 2017 and has now
joined Bob and Mark as a RCA Company
Director. Alex has lived in Newcastle
his whole life and studied at Newcastle
University. He remains an active member
of the community and is a Non-Executive
Director of a local charity that assists
people who are homeless or at risk of
homelessness. Alex enjoys teaching and
has been a part time TAFE teacher for
several years as well as providing guest
lectures to the University of Newcastle
Architecture and Environmental Science
programs.

We wo ul d b e p l e a s e d to re ce i ve i n fo r m at i o n a b o ut yo ur n e w a ppointme nts.
Jus t e m a i l a ro un d 8 0 wo rd s o n t h e e m p l oym e nt p l us a high
re s o l ut i o n h e a d s h o t to e di to r i a l @ H B R ma g. co m. au.
S ub m i s s i o n s a re F R E E b ut s ub j e c t to e d i to r i a l co ntrol.

For further information please contact Roberts Legal on
(02) 4926 2236, email hello@robertslegal.com.au or visit
www.robertslegal.com.au
Jeremy Kennedy has 30 years of legal
experience as a specialist workplace,
employment and industrial relations lawyer
with a focus on work health and safety, serious
incident management and prosecutions by
safety regulators. Jeremy was acknowledged in
2018 by Doyles Legal Guide as a leading WHS
lawyer nationally and as highly recommended
in the areas of labour law by Best Lawyers
International Legal Guide.
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HIA-CSR Hunter Housing Awards winners
announced

Directors Jason Maxwell and Steve Dick with the two
trophies from the Hunter Local Business Awards

More awards for Raine &
Horne Newcastle & Stockton
Raine & Horne Newcastle & Stockton and Raine & Horne
Commercial Newcastle have been named Business of the Year in
the prestigious Hunter Local Business Awards held at a glittering
ceremony at Belmont 16s Sailing club on 9 October.
The leading property firm was named the region’s Local
Business of the Year as well as Outstanding Real Estate Agency in
a dual celebration for principals Jason Maxwell, Steve Dick and
Jason Morris, who have been business partners for over 20 years.
Earlier this year, Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle was
named the global network’s Top Office in NSW, while it is rated
number one for leasing numbers nationally and second for sales.
“We must be doing something right as a business as our staff
led by Danielle MacAskill, Associate Director - Commercial &
Residential Property Management, led the charge on submitting
for the awards,” Steve Dick said.
“Our staff took the initiative with the submission, and for this
reason, Jason and I allowed our staff to accept the awards.”
“Over the years, we have won our share of real estate industry
awards, which are fantastic. However, it’s a huge honour to be
recognised as a leading small business and benchmarked ahead
of hundreds of local companies from a broad range of categories
whether they’re law firms, cafes or accountants.
“This win just reinforces to us that we are doing well and that
there are plenty of people invested in our business.”
Steve Dick added that apart from drawing the spotlight to Raine
& Horne Newcastle & Stockton, the award underlines his firm’s
commitment to doing business in the Hunter.
“We support local businesses and never outsource any of our
work offshore. Our signage and printing are manufactured and
produced in Newcastle. Our video marketing is prepared in the
Hunter by a local small business, while our office maintenance
and upkeep are taken care of by a local firm.
Raine & Horne Newcastle & Stockton and Raine & Horne
Commercial Newcastle have a long and established history of
business success in the Newcastle region.
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“From humble beginnings with less than five staff members,
we now employ more than 30 specialist staff in two successful
offices,” Mr Maxwell said.
He added, “Our long-term business success is directly
attributable to our dedication to client satisfaction, which is
built on a commitment to regular positive feedback and repeat
business.
“We are setting the standard for our real estate competitors
and other businesses in Newcastle and the region based on our
expertise.
“However, we also pride ourselves on combining this high level
of professionalism with empathetic support for our customers.
This approach to business results in high levels of repeat and
referral business.”
Internally, Mr Maxwell said the culture within Raine & Horne
Newcastle & Stockton is driving the firm’s award-winning ways.
“It’s essential to Steve and I that our staff enjoy coming to work.
We have achieved this, and this level of internal satisfaction is leading
to customer satisfaction and hence, plenty of repeat business.
“We also do personality profiling of every employee who joins
our business to make sure they fit into the culture we are trying
to create.”
Integrity is also a strong suit that is contributing to Raine &
Horne Newcastle & Stockton’s success, according to Mr Maxwell.
“If you don’t know the answer to a customer’s query, don’t say
you do. Ask for some time and come back later with the right
solution.
“It’s important, to be honest, and not take short cuts. If you take
short cuts with customers, you’ll shoot yourself and the business
in the foot.”
Steve Dick and Jason Maxwell’s five tips for
business success are:
1. Attract the right people and keep them – use profiling to
make sure your staff will fit your culture
2. Work with trustworthy and dependable suppliers –
recognise areas of business you need help whether it’s a sign
writer or graphic designer with and know where to find them
3. Get up to speed with the numbers – have a consistent
cash flow. This is the reason we built a successful property
management business. Income from a rent roll is reliable, but
sales fluctuate.
4. Manage the costs – we focus on expenses rather than
income, and mainly when we were in earlier growth stages.
Income comes if you’re doing the right thing such as
prospecting for appraisals, listings and sales.
5. Working with a business partner – there can be differences
from time to time, but if there are sound commercial synergies
and defined roles within the business, long-term business
success will ensue. The best companies are businesses you
don’t need to work in, and this is where owners can step up and
support each other when a partner needs to take a break or for

different reasons.

600 members of the local residential construction industry
were on hand when the winners and finalists were announced
at the prestigious 2019 HIA-CSR Hunter Housing and Kitchen &
Bathroom Awards ceremony on 12 October.
Held before a capacity crowd of local industry leaders and peers
from across the Hunter and Central Coast regions, the awards
acknowledge the talent of builders, contractors, designers and
manufacturers who plan and construct quality new homes,
townhouses, renovations, kitchens and bathrooms.
Judged by industry professionals, winners were selected in 26
separate categories, with Sean Richards Building taking out the
coveted HIA-CSR Hunter Home of the Year award.
Against strong competition the judges said “split over 4 levels
this stunning 5 bedroom home demands attention. From the
moment you arrive at the front gate you realise you are about to
embark on a journey of wonder.”
“Sean and his team have achieved a standard of excellence on
this project to be proud of. Closely liaising with an architect with
exacting standards they have completed a home which will be a
benchmark for others to follow.”
Sean Richards Building also won the Custom Built Home of the
Year, Custom Built Home over $2 Million and Custom Built Home
$700,001 - $760,000 awards.
HIA Hunter Executive Director Craig Jennion congratulated Sean
Richards Building and all Hunter Award winners and finalists. “HIA
members are dedicated to achieving the very best workmanship
and standards in every project they undertake. HIA’s Awards
provide a tremendous opportunity for our members to showcase
their projects and highlight building and design excellence,” he
said.
Other winners on the night, included Clarendon Residential
for Display Home of the Year, Hotondo Homes Central Coast for
Project Home of the Year’, Rustic Touch for Renovation/Addition

HIA Hunter HOTY 2019
Sean Richards Building

Project of the Year, Riba Homes for Spec Home of the Year, Mavid
Construction for Townhouse/Villa Development of the Year and
Backspace Living for Affordable Housing of the Year.
In the Kitchen and Bathroom categories Kitchen Project of the
Year was awarded to GJ Morgan Kitchens and Williams Designer
Homes took out Bathroom Project of the Year.
Mr Jennion congratulated all 2019 entrants.
“HIA is delighted with the exceptional quality of entries and level
of competition this year. All winners and finalists should be proud
to have reached the pinnacle of building standards demonstrated
in these awards,” he said.

APPROVED 74 UNIT HIGH RISE DEVELOPMENT SITE IN EMERGING WEST END
20 DENISON STREET, NEWCASTLE WEST
FOR SALE BY EOI
DA APPROVAL FOR 74 UNITS AND 2 COMMERCIAL SUITES
STRIKING DESIGN BY RENOWNED SYDNEY ARCHITECT TONKIN
ZULAIKHA GREER
MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT SITE
WELL LOCATED IN NEWCASTLE
CBD

For further information please contact David Rogers on 0425 267 111
P: 02 4969 8000 | Suite 1, 86 - 88 Tudor Street, Hamilton | www.dowlingcommercial.com.au

Your local commercial and industrial sales and leasing specialists!
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Loans for business: Bank or alternative lender?

Construction continues
to decline
The Australian Industry Group/
Housing Industry Association
Australian Performance of
Construction Index (Australian
PCI) dropped 2.0 points to 42.6 in
September, indicating a sharper
rate of decline as the construction
industry recorded a 13th consecutive
month in contraction (readings below
50 indicate contraction in activity,
with the distance from 50 indicating
the strength of the decrease).
Ai Group Head of Policy, Peter Burn,
said: "The construction industry
pulled back further in September with
falls in activity across the residential,
commercial and engineering
construction sectors. Employment
was also lower marking the 14th
consecutive month of contraction
in employment notwithstanding
persistent skill shortages in some
occupations.
“Both the activity and new orders
indexes in house building recorded
further increases in September
suggesting the pace of decline in this
part of the industry at least has eased
noticeably over recent months.
“The signs are less encouraging in
the rest of the industry with the overall
activity and new orders indexes falling
again in September and building and
construction businesses are feeling
the pinch between soft selling prices
and continuing rises in input and wage
costs. In view of these generally weak
conditions, the case for an acceleration
in infrastructure spending is clearly
strengthening," Dr Burn said.
HIA Economist, Tom Devitt, said:
"After building record numbers
of apartments over recent years
the market has progressed into a
contractionary phase of the cycle.
The apartment building downturn
gathered momentum during
September which weighed heavily on
the Australian PCI.
“House building activity and new
orders continued to ease, although the
pace of contraction in the detached
house sector slowed in September.
“Recent interest rate cuts have
contributed to the stabilisation of
home prices, following persistent
declines over the last couple of
years. This is a sign that confidence
in the housing market has improved
although the volume of property
transactions remains low.
“We will need to see that improved
confidence translate to greater
numbers of active market participants
in order to halt the contraction in
residential building," Mr Devitt said.
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COMMERCIAL STRATA SUITE FOR
SALE IN MAITLAND CBD

FOR LEASE

CARDIFF

8 Pennant Street (Unit 3)
PRIME CBD LOCATION
Located within the Iconic Colonial Centre, the unit shares
a common walkway with an array of long term tenants.
Perfect for the first-time commercial purchaser or a great
rental to add to your property portfolio.
Positioned at the rear of the arcade, the property benefits
from views over the Hunter River and the large council
carpark metres from the office.
• $15,650 net return (approx.) • Existing fitout
• Ample customer parking
• Approx. floor area 66m2
• Abundance of natural light to the premises
• Low maintenance and stress free
• New 2 + 2 year lease
For further information please call:
Matthew Higgins 0403 706 4042

COMMERCIAL PREMISES FOR SALE
OR LEASE IN MAITLAND CBD

This freshly painted small warehouse/office will be ideally located for easy
access to both sides of Lake Macquarie with the proposed new link road
connection imminent.
Lease: $32,000pa + OGs + GST

Steve Dick 0425 302 771
FOR SALE\LEASE

MAITLAND

2 Ken Tubman Drive (Suite 2)

Commercial suite positioned to the front of the Reading Cinema Complex in
Central Maitland. The suite is 182m2 (approx) air-conditioned with both
open plan and partitioned work areas and there is plenty of on-site car
parking. Would suit either office or retail users.
Lease: $39,500pa + OGs + GST Sale: $588,000 + GST (if applicable)

Paul Tilden 0425 302 772
FOR LEASE

HIGH PROFILE LOCATION + OFF STREET
PARKING
Located on High Street within the CBD of Maitland this B4
zoned property offers a multitude of
opportunities and/or uses STCA.
The property has access to the rear via Ward St which
supplies the property with ample off street parking.
• High Street frontage
• Rear access
• Redevelopment potential stca
• Close to schools, major shopping centres &
transport
For further information please call:
James Rodrick 0400 092 414

WICKHAM

42 Union Street

658m2 (approx) of office over two floors and including (16) secure car
parks. Freshly painted inside and out and just 200m from the Newcastle
Transport Interchange.
Lease: $100,000pa + OGs + GST

Jason Morris 0425 302 778
FOR LEASE

NEWCASTLE WEST

418 HIGH STREET MAITLAND
11 Union Street (Shop 7)

An ideal turnkey solution for small office users, situated on the fringe of
Newcastle’s CBD and conveniently located between Newcastle’s light rail
and King Street car parking station.
Lease: $15,000pa + OGs + GST

Madalyn Gilmore 0425 302 773
FOR SALE

Starr Partners Maitland has successfully negotiated the
sale of 418 High Street, Maitland via EOI. This property
is located within The Levee precinct lying in the heart of
the city. The 557 sqm property with a 478 sqm build area
was only on the market for 16 days and attracted multiple
offers before being sold. This represented a yield of
approximately 7%.
For further sale details please contact:
James Rodrick 0400 092 414

P: 4933 6299 W: starrpartners.com.au

BERESFIELD

43 Elwell Close (Unit 2)

Brand new 503m² (approx.) concrete panel strata titled industrial unit with
a secure hardstand area of 813m² (approx.). North facing aspect and
includes 10 car parks.
Sale: $930,000 + GST

Alan Tonks 0474 744 422

Phone: (02) 4915 3000 Web: www.rhplus.com.au
Email: sales@rhplus.com.au

Nathan Wright
Funda
You may be becoming increasingly familiar with the terms
fintech, alternative lender and non-bank lender, as the rise in
popularity of alternative finance providers within the Australia
business community has become rapid over the last few years.
If you have been wondering if fintech lending solutions might
be the financing option your business has been missing, or would
just like to know more about your options, this article is for you.
We will explore the differences between traditional banks and
non-bank lenders business loan products.
The most common business finance
The most popular and well known debt financing source
for Australian small businesses is still traditional bank loans.
However, with traditional banks rejecting 74% of SME business
loan applications, we can understand why so many successful
small business owners are exploring other options to finance
their businesses. So, if you’ve been denied for a business loan,
you’re in good company. And the good news is that there are
other methods available to gain the funds you require to run a
successful small business.
What’s the difference between a bank and an alternative
lender?
While banks offer business loans as a part of their product suite
(along with many other services such as savings accounts, home
loan and credit cards), non-bank lenders like Funda exclusively
offer business loans. This means their core focus and expertise is
in the financing of Australian Small to Medium Businesses.
Security
In a lot of cases, alternative finance providers are willing to offer
unsecured business loans where the banks are not. An unsecured
business loan means your application is based on your business’s
performance and the meeting of certain minimum eligibility criteria.
Any assets you own, such as property and vehicles, may not be
required to be secured as collateral against the loan. People may
prefer unsecured business loans for the peace of mind that comes
with not having a business loan secured against a family home, not
having enough equity in their assets to be eligible for a bank loan, or
simply by not owning assets such as property.
Application process
This is one of the main differentiating factors between bank
and non-bank lenders. When applying for a bank business loan,
standard documentation can include lengthy application forms
and up to date financial statements, such as balance sheet, cash
flow statements, and a business plan. Avoiding the large amount
of paperwork and complicated lending process is an option with
fintechs. Using technological advances fintech’s can conduct a
loan assessment without the need for a long paperwork trail.
Using secure technology, non-bank lenders can analyse your
business’s financial position through safely accessing your
business transaction accounts.
Approval time-frame
At Funda we can assess your business loan application loan
within 12 business hours from a completed application, or your
first month’s interest is on us. We provide this guarantee to every
single applicant. We understand as a business owner you’re busy
and when you need finance a quick outcome means you can get
on with growing your business. Bank business loan application
outcomes usually take weeks and in some instances can take up
to two months.

Rates
Rates differ due to security. Getting a business loan through a
traditional bank will be cheaper. Alternative finance providers rates
are higher as the loans are generally unsecured. Within the non-bank
lending space rates also vary wildly. We recommend that if you are
exploring your options with fintech’s you shop around.
What’s the best option for your business?
Unfortunately, we don’t have the answer! Every business is
unique and will have different requirements which will help in
determining what the best option is for your individual business.
However, here are two things we strongly recommend being
aware of when exploring finance providers:
Compare quotes. Our advice to business owners is to compare
like-to-like. It’s important to shop around, however comparing a
factor and a diminishing principal interest rate is not comparing
apples-to-apples. The way we recommend weighing up your
options is by looking at the contract value. All loan quotes you
receive should list a contract value. This is the total cost of the
loan over the term of the loan. It is the best way to understand
the true cost. But remember to also take into consideration how
making extra repayments will impact the cost of funds.
Early repayment terms. With some finance providers, interest
for the loan is charged upfront and applied to the loan balance,
which is repaid over the loan term. So paying off the loan early
won’t save you interest charges. By choosing a loan with an
amortising diminishing principal, the interest payments get
smaller as you make repayments because the interest is charged
on the outstanding balance, it doesn’t remain constant.
For further information contact Funda on 1300 647 996 or
visit https://funda.com.au
Nathan Wright is the CEO and
joint founder of Funda. As a leading
finance partner in Australian business
lending, Nathan is responsible for
innovation, strategy and investor
relations. An experienced Company
Director, with a background including
finance, mining and property, Nathan
understands the needs that small
businesses have for fast and fair
funding options.

Assessment
in 24 hours.
Borrow up
to $250,000.

No early
exit fees.

Fast and Fair
Business Loans.

National lender based in Newcastle.

funda.com.au
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Seeking finance –
How to put your best foot forward
Demetria Jones
PKF Australia
As traditional banks tighten their lending appetites, a new wave
of lenders have emerged to plug the gap.
While these alternate financiers appear to be more welcoming
of new to bank customers, they are known for their rigorous
review and vetting process.
So, as a business owner or manager, how do you put your best
foot forward when applying for new finance?
The key focus of both traditional banks and alternate financiers
will be confirming that both you and your business are a sound
investment.
To assess this, they will require a business plan and an overview
of management’s capability and track record of successfully
executing similar plans.
PKF specialise in helping businesses position themselves for
growth. They work with management to build a solid foundation
for growth by focusing on:
• The detail behind the growth strategy;
• The value proposition for the target market; and most
importantly
• Financial projections.
Financial projections, in particular, a cash flow forecast, are tools
which will allow businesses to articulate their strategy and growth
trajectory.
It also provides a financier with a basis for estimating the future
value of a business.

This forecast will communicate your understanding of the
target market, impact of seasonality and operational levers on the
business.

PKF’s key focus areas in preparing financial projections are:

For further information contact PKF Australia on
(02) 4962 2688, email dkanagasabai@pkf.com.au or
visit www.pkf.com.au.

Historical position
It is difficult to know where you are going if you don’t know
where you’ve come from.
Financiers will want to understand the peaks and troughs in a
business in the last three – five years of trading.
Therefore, we focus on articulating your past performance with
transparency including a normalised position with support for all
trends and assumptions.
Forecast position
A financier will want to know that your forecast is realistic,
complete and most importantly achievable.
Therefore, we help you build a forecast in which all trends are
supported either through historical data or market research.
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Working capital
An optimised working capital cycle will ensure that cash is not
tied up in your business unnecessarily.
That is, inventory, collections and payable practices are
managed efficiently to ensure the cash collection cycle is as short
as it can be.
This will require an operational component to ensure the team
are utilising working capital levers.
We can help you understand your working capital cycle and
put an implementation plan in place to make sure your working
capital cycle is as optimised as it can be in your business plan.
Conclusion
By being proactive in providing more sophisticated financial
projections to your potential financiers there is a greater
probability that you will obtain the finance that you need, and
you could even negotiate more favourable rates and covenants.
Better quality forecasting will also assist your financier in
maintaining an ongoing understanding and transparent overview
of the business, which will also help with ongoing trust and
credibility.

Demetria Jones is a Principal in
PKF’s Corporate Finance team. She
has over 13 years of experience
advising clients on optimising
their financial and operational
position with a focus on maximising
working capital, cash flow and
operational forecasting, options
analysis and turnaround planning.
Her experience has spanned sectors
including private and public,
banking, retail, energy and utilities,
agriculture, mining, property and
construction.
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HBR business financing

Getting the finance you need to ensure business success

Collaboration drives our
Defence-ready future

Matthew Guy
Prosperity Advisers

Andrew Chapman
BAE Systems Australia

In the wake of the Hayne Royal Commission into the Banking
Industry, the process of obtaining finance for your business has
become a nightmare.
How do borrowers navigate these changes? Communication
between borrowers and lenders is the key to a successful banking
relationship. Bankers do not like surprises. As a borrower, be
proactive and provide financial information that is both timely and
accurate. Prepare and deliver on financial forecasts and projected
financial covenant ratios. These add to a borrower’s credibility and
offer opportunities to negotiate during the loan renewal process.
Additionally, business owners should stay focused on their core
business and have a solid business plan with contingencies in place.
So businesses who are seeking funding need to carefully
consider the way they frame their finance proposal to their banker,
positioning it in the best possible light. A professional, well-thought
out application with strong supporting documentation is critical.
Understanding what banks are looking for will help you get it right
first time and improve your chances of success.
Banks typically look for three major elements when they assess your
business’ credit risk. These are commonly known as ‘The three Cs’.

The Hunter region is uniquely positioned to play a central role in
the development of sovereign Defence capability in Australia. This
is on the back of Government investments in Defence nationally,
together with local Hunter investment and our growing strength
in collaboration across local Defence industry.
The Australian Government plans to spend $195 billion on
defence through to 2026. The Government has also signaled that
a greater emphasis will be placed on the defence force acquiring
capability here in Australia, rather than simply the supply of
material and equipment.
This shift is transformational. It recognises that Australian
Defence has unique requirements that need to be developed
or supported by Australian industry because overseas sources
cannot assure the required level of security.
In the Hunter region, the evidence of this is all around us.
Together, Defence and Defence Industry have created an
ecosystem in the Hunter region for aircraft sustainment. BAE
Systems Australia is based in Williamtown, near the airport and the
RAAF Base Williamtown, Australia’s primary Defence Fighter Base and
home to the country’s new fleet of F-35 Joint Strike Fighters. It is here
that we have successfully maintained and upgraded the Hawk aircraft
fleet for the past 30 years. Small to medium businesses in the Hunter
are uniquely positioned to leverage the national and local Defence
Industry landscape with us.
R&R Murphy have been working with us for around 2 and a
half years. We started working together to develop an aircraft
frame for Hawk. As our relationship solidified and we grew to

The first critically is ‘character’
Bankers will assess your character by reviewing a range of
documents that provide information about your history, track record
and experience in business. They are seeking to understand your
commitment to a relationship with the bank.
Considerations include:
• Have you been able to meet your forecasts?
• What is your repayment history like?
• Do you do what you say you will do?
The bank will also want to see that you have plenty of ‘skin in the
game’. Are you contributing enough of your own cash or equity to the
purchase or new project?
The second thing a banker will look for is ‘collateral’
Here the bank ‘credit department’ reigns supreme. They will be
seeking all the first mortgage “bricks and mortar” security they can get
their hands on supported by a mortgage over your equipment, other
assets of the business and personal guarantees from directors. Think
twice about pledging all of your assets if you can avoid it as it limits
your borrowing options in the future.
Thirdly, a banker wants to look at your ‘capacity’
They need to know that your earnings are sufficient to pay the loan
back without creating distress. When you apply for the loan, you will
be asked to outline all of your income and provide comprehensive
financial data on the business. These will include cash flow and profit
and loss forecast and a robust business plan.
Once you have satisfied the ‘three Cs’ there remains much devil in
detail. Your ranking in this area will determine how much negotiation
leverage you have around some very important final points namely:
Covenants – These are the ratios and conditions that the bank
will monitor to ensure satisfactory performance of your loan. They
may include the ageing of your debtor’s, maximum stock levels and
interest cover (the number of times your net profit exceeds your
interest bill). Breaking these covenants give the bank the power
to charge penalty interest rates and even call in your loan. So it
is sensible to ensure they are achievable. While it is important to
monitor them once in place, practically they are usually regarded as a
guideline by the bank and a lever to deal with relationships that have
deteriorated beyond repair.
Security – We live in difficult and uncertain financial times. While it is
necessary to ensure the bank has ‘sufficient’ security, do not be overly
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generous. Look to exclude the home and personal assets where
possible. Maintaining separate banking relationships for business and
personal loans can give you options and keep each bank on their toes.
Repayment terms – Interest only terms take the cash flow pressure
off your business by excluding the additional burden of the extra loan
portion payment particularly in the early period of the loan. Banks
however are keen to see a start to the repayment of their loan and are
reluctant to extend interest only beyond two to three years.
Even if you satisfy the three ‘Cs’ and all other lending criteria you may
experience variations between banks so it’s important to get some
advice. Some banks have particular industry focuses (and usually
specialised products to match) and others will seek to reduce their
exposure to a type of business purely because the bank has a high
total exposure to that area that they are seeking to reduce on a pure
risk balance basis.
In a challenging borrowing environment, a thorough understanding
of how banks assess your position; a well thought out finance
proposal; and careful consideration of the terms will give you the best
chance to obtain the finance you need to ensure business success.
For further information contact Prosperity Advisers on
(02) 4907 7222, email mail@prosperity.com.au or
visit wwww.prosperity.com.au
Matthew Guy is a Lending
Adviser at Prosperity Advisers.
He provides advice on all aspects
of lending requirements and
structures and has access to
a panel of over 30 lenders. He
has worked with clients from
many different industries such
as property investors and
developers, doctors and health
practitioners, manufacturers,
importers as well as exporters,
retailers, pubs and hotels, petrol
stations and child care centres.

Rod Murphy of R&R Murphy
and Andrew Chapman from
BAE Systems

understand more about the aircraft’s requirements and each of
our organisation’s expertise, we were able to identify solutions
together. Our local business relationships are key with what we
do with Hawk today and it’s going to be key to what we do with
F-35 way into the future, out to 2075 and beyond. We all share a
genuine investment in the future of the region.
The benefits for R&R Murphy and other businesses are
numerous. The longevity of defence work provides an assurance
of work that allows businesses to invest for the future.
As Rod Murphy, Managing Director of R&R Murphy, describes:
“R&R Murphy has employed over 40% more people in the last 18
months and I can see that continuing to grow.
“The quality standards that we have implemented to support
our work with Defence are high, across all elements from the
machining to the technology and systems that support it. These
improvements also increased commerciality overall. We now
have better products to offer all our customers, not just Defence.
“I think we – as local businesses – have a unique opportunity to
collaborate together, and with the Defence primes, to develop
this growth opportunity for the next generation.”
It is critical that local industry and Defence continue to do more
work together - our sum is so much greater than our parts. By
working together on the aspirations that we share for the Hunter
region, we will deliver the bright future that lies before us.

Committed to the

success of Hunter industry

Our services include:
Ai Group is a national peak industry
association which represents businesses
in many sectors including: manufacturing,
engineering, construction, transport,
defence, mining equipment and
electrotechnology.
Ai Group Hunter is also at the forefront of
leading local industry to success through
innovation, collaboration and globalisation.

• Representation to Government
• Employee relations advice and consulting
• Employment lawyers
• Work Health and Safety services
• Business development services
Training and Development
We also offer support to your professionals
through the following networks:
• Industry policy and strategy
• Human resources management
• Safety leadership
• Lean Manufacturing
• Industry Skills strategy
• Innovation Cluster

Contact: Adrian Price Regional Manager +61 2 4925 8300 or email adrian.price@aigroup.com.au

www.aigroup.com.au
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Getting manufacturing job ready
According to a recent Australian Local Government Association,
State of the Regions report, Newcastle and the Hunter Region is
seeing improved employment in the manufacturing sector and the
way to take advantage of this growth, is by training with TAFE NSW.
TAFE NSW offers a variety of qualifications including certificates,
diplomas and degrees, across a range of manufacturing
disciplines including engineering, laboratory technologies,
sustainability, aeroskills, marine craft construction, and jewellery
and watch and clock repair.
Head of TAFE NSW Innovative Manufacturing, Robotics and
Science SkillsPoint, Paul Farrow, said the opportunities are plentiful in
manufacturing training and employment opportunities.
“Newcastle and the greater Hunter Region has a longstanding
relationship with the innovative manufacturing industry and TAFE
NSW understands the importance of offering a range of industry
relevant study options to meet the skills requirements of the
region,” said Paul.
“The TAFE NSW Innovative Manufacturing, Robotics and Science
(IMRS) SkillsPoint designs training that looks to the future and
responds to emerging trends.
“The manufacturing industry is embracing new technologies
that improve competitiveness and sustainability. New and
emerging materials, processes and technologies such as fibre
composites, additive manufacturing, plastics welding, and small
electrical engines, cloud-based systems, remote and automated
controls and data monitoring are all starting to influence how
manufacturers operate.
“We leverage this education expertise to develop quality training
products which results in students learning job-ready skills and
gaining employment in the industry they want to work in.
“TAFE NSW plays a pivotal role in creating the industry
workforce of the future. Coupled with rapid change, this
continues to be an exciting time to work in the IMRS vocational
education and training space,” said Paul.

MANUFAC T UR I N G
“Automation and control is critical for economic security. To
make the most of growth opportunities, Australia needs to move
to the next generation of advanced manufacturing – applying
evolving robotics and automation technologies,” Professor
Ninness said.
“Advanced manufacturing is more efficient, safe and
environmentally sustainable. To be competitive, we will need to
train more engineers with a grasp on the latest automation and
control technology.”
“Here at the University of Newcastle, we are helping to lead the
way in developing an artificial pancreas, a robotic exoskeleton for
the rehabilitation of stroke patients, and autonomous boats that
can be deployed in search and rescue situations in dangerous
environments, without human lives being placed at risk,”
Professor Ninness said.
The ARWU, also known as Shanghai Ranking, is regarded as one
of the most influential and widely observed university rankings.

Local engineering company recognised
among state’s best
Hyden Engineering has been recognised for its commitment to
Vocational Education and Training (VET) at the 2019 Group Training
Awards. The Awards were hosted by the National Apprentice
Employment Network NSW & ACT in Sydney on Friday 18 October.
Hyden Engineering was named Small Host Employer of the
Year, celebrating the company’s 12-year partnership with awardwinning Group Training Organisation, HVTC. Since 2007, the
Maitland-based engineering firm has hosted six HVTC apprentices
who undertook on-the-job training with the business as part
of the practical training requirements of their apprenticeships.
Another two HVTC apprentices and one trainee are currently
hosted to Hyden.
Hyden’s Financial Controller Sue Kerry said the whole team was
excited when they received the good news that Hyden had won
the award.
“We are all very proud of this achievement, but we could not
have done it without HVTC’s support,” she said.
“Bringing apprentices onboard has been a great asset to our
culture, giving tradesmen the opportunity to give back by
mentoring the apprentices and sharing their knowledge.
“We employ apprentices because they are keen and eager for
knowledge, which is uplifting to all. At the end of their training,
Hyden will have great tradesmen with knowledge and skills
uniquely tailored to our business and the way we operate.
“The quality of our apprentices and trainee is a testament to
HVTC’s expertise in group training, but also the dedication of
our Field Officers Karen Eveleigh and Kellie Marks. HVTC make
taking on apprentices a breeze and I’d like to thank them for their
continued support.”
HVTC CEO Sharon Smith congratulated the team at Hyden
on their award-win, acknowledging the holistic training

measures the company has introduced to support the learning
and development of its employees, including HVTC’s hosted
apprentices and trainees.
“During our 13-year tenure, Hyden have implemented a range
of training measures to enhance the learning experience for
their employees, including their HVTC hosted apprentices and
trainees,” Smith said.
“This includes one-on-one supervision between the apprentices
and a tradesman with more than 30 years’ industry experience,
as well as adapting training methods to suit each individual’s
learning preferences and needs.
“Hyden also installed a software package called ‘Teams’
to ensure all tradesmen are available and utilised to assist
apprentices in any way required and set up the apprentices’
work benches amongst the general tradesmen so that they all
work in the same workspace and apprentices are given continual
guidance and support.”
Smith added that Hyden should be commended on their
unwavering commitment to Vocational Education and Training.

Supplying ropes to the world

University of Newcastle is taking control
as global leader in engineering
Ranking humbly above esteemed universities - Harvard,
Stanford and Cambridge, the University of Newcastle has
established itself as global leader in the field of automation
and control, placing eighth in the world in this year’s Global
Ranking of Academic Subjects by the Academic Ranking of World
Universities (ARWU).
With less than half of engineers working in Australia being
trained here, Pro Vice-Chancellor in the Faculty of Engineering
and Built Environment, Professor Brett Ninness, said the University
of Newcastle is leading the charge to address Australia’s
engineering skills shortage and keep up with global advances in
the field.
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Bridon-Bekaert Ropes Group is a world leading
manufacturer of wire and synthetic fibre rope solutions.
The Australian business is based in Newcastle,
manufacturing wire rope for the domestic and global
mining industry as well as a wide range of industrial
sectors, including the rope in flexible highway Safety
Barriers.
Bridon-Bekaert Ropes Group Australia provides
innovative designs, high quality products and service
based solutions, which deliver reliable and cost effective
outcomes for customers. All wire rope is manufactured to
exceed Australian Standards.
“We have a long and proud history of rope making
in Newcastle with >590 years’ experience as a trusted
manufacturer and supplier to the global mining, crane and
industrial market,” spokesperson Brad Reed said.
“Our story is one of experience and evolution with
continual development in equipment, technology,
differentiated products and service to our valued
customers."
The acquisition from OneSteel by Bekaert around 4
years ago has increased product development and design
service capability as they leverage the business’s global
capability.
“This experience, combined with the latest metallurgical
practices and unique design capabilities, enables us to
continue to innovate,” Brad said.
“Our technical representatives are available to examine
and assess equipment condition and advise on matters
that affect rope life and performance.”

DEVELOPING OUR INDUSTRY AND CONNECTING YOU
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Identifying and capturing business development opportunities.
Establishing collaborative business models.
Delivery of innovation, efficiency and market expansion projects.
Group procurement / strategic sourcing services.
Professional development and training.
Government Advocacy.
Career development through our Group Training company.

THE POWER OF MANY

“Tap into Australia’s most
successful manufacturing
and engineering networks
and discover a world of new
opportunities”

Learn more at www.hunternet.com.au or call (02) 4925 4482
NOVEMBER
2019 ||
NOVEMBER
2019
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Additionally, attendees are instructed on the safe shutdown
of equipment, identification of hazardous energy sources and
how to conduct thorough pre-work risk assessments to identify
hazards to individuals and the environment and implement
appropriate controls for the identified hazards.
“The potential adverse outcomes of a fluid conductor product
prematurely failing in service are very serious, and can include serious
injuries, permanent disability or death, loss of productivity for the
equipment the fluid conductor is fitted to, additional downtime and
repair costs to repair the equipment,” said Mr Tullier.
“Hydraulink’s training staff have more than 90 years’ combined
industry experience, and we have invested in capital equipment
for course attendees to practice on, within a controlled
environment. An online training portal is provided for easy and
intuitive access to relevant information,” he said.
Hydraulink is planning to run courses approximately every
four weeks in Australia and New Zealand, and can readily add
additional courses as demand rises.

Hydraulink Academy training facility
established
Hydraulic hose, fittings and service specialist Hydraulink is
setting up a new Hydraulink Academy training school aimed at
equipping its hose centre staff, hydraulic field technicians and
customers with top training, skills and standards of safety and
environmental practice.
The Hydraulink Academy offers a range of hydraulicsfocused training programmes, including a number of
nationally recognised units. The training – which can be
tailored to suit particular requirements – is run by qualified
trainers either on-site at a customer facility, or at a dedicated
Hydraulink Academy venue in Australia or New Zealand,
including in Newcastle.
The initiative – which applies to customers and staff of
Hydraulink’s 400 service points Australia and New Zealand, as
well as customers, distributors, OEMs and end-users – extends the
company’s priority on investment in its staff to ensure they have
an opportunity to grow with the business, while also delivering
innovative solutions and consistent standards of safety and
service excellence to the advantage of customers.
“The new Hydraulink Academy training courses are a great way
to ensure our staff and our customers are up to date with best
practices in safety and environmental and practice processes,”
said Mr Jim Thompson, Group HR Manager, Hydraulink Australia
and New Zealand.
“Hydraulic technicians are often working with high pressures –
in many cases 5,000 psi or more – so keeping up to date with the
latest safety practices is essential not only for their own safety, but
for those who will end up using the machine being worked on,”
said Mr Thompson.
The Hydraulink Academy training courses involve a combination
of technical, safety, environmental, communication and service
skills, which have all been developed in consultation with
external third party safety consultants to ensure Hydraulink
staff, franchisees, distributors, OEMs and end-users are
appropriately trained and competent to work in such a highly
specialised field.
“The courses involve nationally recognised units of competency,
which can be used by the graduate towards a later higher
qualification such as a Cert II, III, IV or Diploma within the
Manufacturing and Engineering Training Package,” explains Mr
Julian Tullier, Group Technical Trainer – Hydraulink Australia and
New Zealand.
Core outcomes for graduates of the Hydraulink Academy
include the ability to safely and competently identify, select,
assemble, install and remove high pressure hydraulic fluid
conductor components and assemblies.
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Double win for Sirron Holdings
On Friday, October 11 2019, Australian-owned Sirron
Holdings Group was announced as winner of both the
Excellence in Technology and Excellence in Marketing”
Awards at the annual HMA gala event, held at Wests City.
Greg Gates, Managing Director of Sirron, said “I would like
to acknowledge the owner, John Watts, for his long term
ideals of ‘leave the world better than we found it’. Clearly it is
a great foundation for the underlying strategy of group”.
These two important awards add to the list of other
awards achieved over the past few years by Sirron and
its group of companies. The 2018 HMA event saw Norris
Industries, the manufacturing division, take out the
“Excellence in Product Design” award and went on to snag
the coveted Good Design Award Gold for Product Design in
August 2019.
“The Group is starting to build a track record in energy
innovations that can only help all of us in the future”, said
Mr. Gates.
For further information on the awards won by Sirron
Holdings see pages 45 and 47 of this issue.

Innovative solutions designed in
Williamtown
Hummingbird Electronics was founded in 2010, and for almost
10 years has been working with customers from the Transport,
Heavy Vehicle, Mining and Civil Construction industries by
delivering new and innovative solutions.
All Hummingbird products are designed in Williamtown by
Hummingbird’s team of Electronics Engineers. The company
provides a full-service capability to conceptualise, design, test
and manufacture products. Since inception, key customers
have brought great ideas to Hummingbird, and the company
has delivered new and exciting technologies. Critically, many
solutions are designed to improve the safety of vehicle and
mobile machine operators.
Hummingbird believes that the ability to be agile, proactive and
responsive is critical to innovation success. This pursuit also means
that Hummingbird ensure that their electronic products meet
the requirements of the Australian regulatory environment and
environmental conditions, and of those specified by their customers.
National Sales and Marketing Manager, Mark Bruce, said,
“Customer consultation is crucial and it begins with gaining
a thorough understanding of the problem at hand, from this
we can provide a comprehensive solution that delivers the
desired outcome,” he said, “Our custom products are designed
and manufactured specifically for customer needs and rigorous
testing in conjunction with the customer ensures also that the
product works for years to come."
Quality is also on the forefront. In June 2018, the company
achieved certification to ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management
System, demonstrating a consistent commitment to quality,
transparency and customer satisfaction. It ensures Hummingbird
are continually recognised internationally as one of the world’s
best-managed electronics manufacturing companies.
Hummingbird are in the business of designing products that
use sensor technology to monitor vehicle and machine stability,
distance, speed, pressure and power. Many products aim to
improve operator safety by delivering audio and visual warnings,
signals and alerts.
Mark Bruce said, “Our bespoke solutions encompass all aspects
of driver and mobile machine operator safety,” he said, “It’s this
capability and innovation that has seen Hummingbird deliver
unparalleled safety solutions to our target industries.”
The company develops measuring and monitoring devices,
such as battery monitors, silent horns, cabin pressure monitors,
trip meters, odometers and RF wireless monitors. Their speed
measurement devices include GPS speed alert systems utilising
the latest in GPS technology. Their distance measuring devices
also utilise the latest in GPS technology to accurately display
information relating to trips and distance. Hummingbird’s vehicle
stability monitoring devices include inclinometers and tilt
switches, focussed on improving safety, based on dual axis tilt and
roll sensing of mobile machines.
Many of these products were originally designed to meet the
need of their customers have gone on to become part of the
regular Hummingbird offering, for example the Inclinometer was
originally designed for BHP.
Their latest example of innovation can be seen in
Hummingbird’s Audio Alert System. It is an innovative design
that enables safety warnings with a verbally specific question,
instruction or warning. Imagine getting in your vehicle and
hearing, ‘have you done your pre-checks?’, ‘fasten seatbelt’, ‘apply
the handbrake’ or ‘warning, oil pressure low.’
With this smart system, any safety message or warning can be
tailored for the application using a voice pre-recording. Vehicle
and machine operators can act swiftly having heard a very
specific communication.
In 2015, Hummingbird Electronics was purchased by advanced

manufacturer, REDARC Electronics who chose to retain the
Hummingbird brand.
Anthony Kittel, Managing Director of the REDARC Group
said, “REDARC and Hummingbird are highly complementary with
comprehensive product portfolios, industry leading technological
and innovative excellence with outstanding staff,” he said, “The
Hummingbird team are exceptionally knowledgeable and continually
build upon product innovation, quality and performance.”
Hummingbird Electronics has found its niche in low-volume
production, bespoke electronic design. Where it can be established
that there is a market for a new product, it is designed and
manufactured in Australia, using in-house and outsourced resources.
Products that become a standardised offering are then
marketed directly to key customers, through distribution to
customers within Australia and internationally.
By designing custom products specifically for individual
customer needs, they enhance their relationships, build on
existing intellectual property and expand their technology base.

QUALITY STEEL FABRICATION
YOU CAN DEPEND ON
When you need top-quality commercial or domestic steel
fabrication, metalwork or welding services anywhere in the
Hunter, you can count on the expert team at BJL Welding &
Fabrication.
We provide a range of services related to the fabrication,
painting, galvanizing and installing of steel for both
light and heavy fabrication applications.
Exceptional customer service at competitive industry prices.

Mitchell Park Grandstand

CONTACT US TODAY TO DISCOVER HOW WE CAN MEET
YOUR REQUIREMENTS AND EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS.
A: Unit 2, 3 Pippita Close, Beresfield NSW 2322 P: 02 4942 6555
E: admin@bjlwelding.com.au W: www.bjlwelding.com.au
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The Awards program will remain the key focus of activities and given the breadth
and diversity of the organisations that HMA participates with, the Board believes
more can be offered. HMA, will seek to offer the sector greater opportunities for
engagement and partnership with industry leaders through various initiatives.
An example of one of those initiatives is HMA INSIGHTS, featuring leaders and
innovators in Hunter manufacturing, who inspire and encourage excellence in the
sector and are invited to speak and inspire and motivate others.
The increasing prevalence of collaboration between organisations to achieve
outcomes that would not readily be achieved through traditional contracting
arrangements will also be encouraged with a special collaboration-based
award category being introduced in 2020 specifically to recognise collaboration
between a manufacturer and an enabling company.”

L o c al m an u f ac t u r i ng e x c e lle n c e c e le brat e d
The Hunter Manufacturing Awards Inc. (HMA) celebrated its 15th year of the prestigious manufacturing awards, that recognises and
acknowledges manufacturing in the Region of the Hunter, Central Coast and Mid North Coast.
At a gala event, held on Friday, 11th October, HMA Chairman, Steven Smith welcomed guests and congratulated all the Finalists.
He said “Our finalists this year represent the diversity of manufacturing in our region – from large, long established organisations
through to much younger firms in the early stages of their business journey. They also represent the diversity of products made in the
Hunter – from well-known steel and chemicals to lesser known scientific, medical and educational products.”
Appreciation and thanks were extended to Downer, Major Sponsor for the 12th year and it was reiterated that without companies
such as Downer, it would be difficult for HMA to continue to provide the recognition our Region’s manufacturers deserve.
Infrabuild Wire were welcomed as the 2019 Dinner Sponsor. Congratulations were extended to Infrabuild Wire who are celebrating
100 years of manufacturing.
Matt Hall from Matt Hall Racing was the night’s guest speaker. He entertained the audience with stories from his life – including his
dream of being a pilot from his days at school, his time as a RAAF Fighter Combat (Top Gun) Instructor and his experience in the
Red Bull Air Race World Championship which he won this year.
In his speech Steven Smith also added “Manufacturing is very much part of this region’s DNA. The Hunter has a long and proud
history of makers, which has positioned it to harness many diverse and exciting opportunities. The face of manufacturing is
continually changing – with new technologies, sophisticated supply chains and intense global competition, to name a few. And,
pleasingly, many manufacturers in our Region are not only keeping pace – they are leading the way nationally and internationally.”
In order to stay relevant to the Region’s manufacturing sector, the Board recognised the need to consider the future of HMA and
establish a strategy that would ensure the awards program was reflective of the contemporary nature of manufacturing moving
forward into the 2020’s. So, in late 2018 a framework was agreed on and a strategy was developed that would be driven by the
new defined purpose of “inspiring vibrant and enduring manufacturing in the Hunter.”

Steven Smith

2019 Finalists
Ampcontrol
BAE Systems
Chamberlain Australia
Denton Engineering
Downer Rail
HMS Group
Infrabuild – Liberty Wire
Infrabuild – Steel – Contistretch
Nivek Industries
Orica
Rundle Tailoring
Steber International
Whiteley Corporation

Aquation
Bridon-Bekaert
Custom Fluidpower
Design Nuts
Ezyaid
Hummingbird
Infrabuild – Newcastle Rod Mill
Molycop
Noble Engineering Services
Programmed
Sirron Holdings
Varley Group

2019 Sponsors & Partners
BAE Systems Australia
Davies Collison Cave
Helloworld
Hunter Business Review
Infrabuild Wire
McLanahan
Monica Clare Recruitment
Newcastle Herald
Nupress Group
TAFE NSW
University of Newcastle

Bridon Bekaert
Downer
Hunter Business Chamber
Hunter Research Foundation Centre
McEwan and Partners
Molycop
NCP Printing
NSW Government
R&R Murphy
The Measured Marketer
Whitley Corporation

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
- CUSTOMS CLEARANCE
- DOCUMENT ASSISTANCE
- WAREHOUSE / STORAGE
- ANIMAL TRANSPORT
- PERSONAL EFFECTS

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

BUSINESS | AUDIT | TAXATION

As
proudsupporters
supportersofofthe
theHunter
Hunter
Manufacturing
Awards,
As proud
Manufacturing
Awards,
we would
wouldlike
liketotoextend
extendour
our
congratulations
we
congratulations
to to
all participants for 2019!
all participants for 2013!

Suite 2, 18 Throsby Street, Wickham NSW 2293
E: info@mcewans.com.au | W: www.mcewans.com.au
T: 02 4963 2200

GLOBAL LOGISTICS
- International Air/Sea Freight
Services

- Import/Export
- Project Shipping

SCORPION INTERNATIONAL
LOGISTICS AND TRANSPORT EXPERTS
A DIVISION OF POWERHOUSE LOGISTICS

P: 02 4962 1234

WWW.SCORPIONINTERNATIONAL.COM
WWW.PHL.NET.AU

G6363057AA-181013
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Wearable technology showcased at Hunter Manufacturing Awards
Anuraj Gambhir
Wearables have rapidly evolved beyond fitness trackers and simple wrist-worn devices. There has been an exponential re-invention and
a new movement has emerged. We call it ‘WEAR-TO-ABLE’, and it sits at the intersection of Technology and Humanity.
We recently had the pleasure of presenting Wear-to-Able tech at the Hunter Manufacturing Awards, thanks to SingularityU and Monica
Clare Recruitment, who sponsored the presentation.
Many Startups have sparked this next wave of Wear-to-Able tech that is bringing New Meaning to our lives. What you wear will become
accessories to your gadgets, the technology embedded in your everyday clothing. And it is becoming seamless and invisible.
We are seeing new Cool and Connected devices from head to toe in this space with deeper and more meaning applications in
domains such as Health & Wellness, Education & Learning, Safety & Security, Fintech, etc.
Good health is true wealth. Democratisation of technology has enabled a new definition of self-help health. Imagine having the
capabilities of the Tricorder from Star-Trek at your finger-tips, with Blood Pressure, Blood Glucose, Body Fat, Body temp, Oxygen Saturation,
ECG and Heart Rate Variability all measurable with one device. These devices are enabling a maturity from basic monitoring to diagnostic
and prescriptive opportunities. We can take full charge of our well-being by quantifying body, mind and heart so we can monitor and
reduce stress & anxiety.
There are a multitude of BCI (Brain Computer Interface) applications that are proving to be game-changers. Life by SmartCap with
its quad-channel EEG is able to monitor driver fatigue by measuring your brainwaves. Preventing accidents caused by fatigue will save
thousands of lives globally, annually.
Addressing critical health issues such as Insomnia, Sleep Apnoea & Sleep Paralysis, Sleep Shepherd has a comprehensive Sleep Lab with
a smart alarm that wakes you according to your natural body clock with binaural beats playing through the speakers integrated in the
fabric along with an EEG sensor. Sleep is critical for good cognitive function, which is essential for learning, creativity, and problem solving.
Halo 2 by Halo Neuroscience is taking brain interaction to a whole new level. Imagine if we could improve our performance for a given
activity, optimize our time or even recover lost skills - Halo uses neuroscience with Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (TDCS). It applies
a small electric current to the area of the brain that controls movement, putting it into a state of hyper-learning and positively influencing
neuro-plasticity.
Nadi X intelligent yoga tights from Wearable X help you self-adjust your yoga poses so you get fitter, faster. These tights transform your
yoga practice by guiding your exercises using vibrations on your skin that sync with personalised instruction from your smart device.
Taking this to the next level we have Teslasuit (from VR Electronics) which is a human-to-digital interface designed to simulate
experience and accelerate mastery in the physical world. The integrated complex of haptics, motion capture, and biometry
improves human performance. Initially intended as an entertainment and gaming platform, Teslasuit has transformed into a
powerful tool in xR (Extended Reality) training.
With the accelerating pace of growth, our senses, body, mind and spirit will continue to be elevated to a whole new dimension,
for the betterment of humanity. We invite you to embrace this exponential transhuman journey towards Wear-to-Able.

2019
MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by Downer
Winner: Chamberlain Australia

The judges said that with increasing pressure to
remain competitive against imported product, and
to ensure a future for the business, Chamberlain
underwent an intensive Business Review centred on
becoming a world class gearbox manufacturer.
The review highlighted the need to create a culture
where success is celebrated and ideas are cultivated
from the bottom up.
A range of specific improvements to the business
were identified, targets established and work
commenced.
The outcomes, of what was an holistic approach
to developing the business, strongly focused on
engaging and activating the workforce, has been
very successful.
Outstanding results have been achieved in
critical areas such as safety, skill development,
manufacturing process improvements and
profitability.
The courage to look hard in the mirror and take
bold action have delivered great outcomes for the
team at Chamberlain and sees them join a family of
outstanding businesses as the HMA Manufacturer of
the Year for 2019.

About the Manufacturer of the Year
Chamberlain Group (CGI) is a global leader in access solutions
and products. As the corporate parent company to Merlin,
Chamberlain and Grifco, they design and engineer residential
garage door openers, commercial door operators and gate
entry systems. Their products are connected through their
innovative MyQ technology which empowers users to control
or monitor their entry points through smartphone access.
Chamberlain has recently made significant capital investments
into the factory’s facilities and equipment. After the success
of their first CNC Robotic Cell (and the associated cost
savings and quality achieved), the company purchased a
second CNC Robotic Cell which manufactures the internal
components of the company’s gearbox.
The company has also invested in system upgrades for
efficiencies, safety innovation and 357 solar panels to reduce
Chamberlain’s carbon footprint.
As one of the Chamberlain Group’s essential regional offices
for over 30 years, the Central Coast office has recently seen
a substantial five-month renovation which represents the
company’s investment and value in their employees, Australian
manufacturing and the local community.
For Graeme Sheekey, Head of Operations at Chamberlain
Group, the renovation was about creating a space that
people enjoy working in.
“By investing in a space that reflects the value of the business,
we can support retention and improve employee attraction.
A key reason we wanted to create such a fresh and dynamic
workspace is to keep jobs on the Central Coast and in
Australian manufacturing.”

Take a moment to
reflect on your team...

Here’s ours.

To make recruitment easy, contact Kristy Dean
on 0455 052 100 or kristy@monicaclare.com.au
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monicaclare.com.au

CHAMBERLAIN
GROUP
Chamberlain Australia wins

MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR
in Hunter Manufacturing Awards, thanks
to their continuous efforts to innovate
with automation, robotics and investing
in their staff and processes.

15 Dell Road, West Gosford, NSW 2250
P: +612 4337 3821
E: manufacturing@chamberlainanz.com W: www.chamberlainanz.com
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HMA BOARD AWARD

Sponsored by Helloworld Business Travel
Winner: Nivek Industries
Nivek Industries is the product of ingenuity, passion and perseverance applied to creating
a solution to make life for mining maintenance workers safer.
The founder, Kevin Cant, went looking for a way to remove belly plates from heavy
machinery that would keep fitters out of harm’s way. Not finding one, he spent 3 years
developing the first iteration of the Track Elevating Device (TED).
Hand built in Kevin’s garden shed, TED 001 was the forerunner of a very successful device
that now enables a dangerous task to be handled effectively and safely.
The past two years has seen Nivek Industries grow from three dedicated people operating
out of a family farm shed, to eight employees, working from the company’s own industrial
premises, with distributors in the USA, Canada, Chile, Mongolia, South Africa, and sales
directly into PNG and Indonesia.
With a commitment to strive to make the lives of Mining Maintenance workers across
the world safer and easier with innovative, practical tooling solutions, Nivek Industries is an
inspirational winner of the HMA Board Award for 2019.

2019 APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR – MANUFACTURING
Sponsored by BAE Systems
Winner: Kara McDonald from Molycop

Prior to her apprenticeship Kara had successfully completed a Degree at Newcastle
University in Allied Health and worked in the industry as an Exercise Physiologist.
An inner desire to work in a demand field that she had a genuine interest in, saw Kara
seek an apprenticeship in the electrical field.
Kara quickly showed all the “qualities that you look for in an apprentice”. Her positive
attitude and willingness to learn soon had Kara working on projects that allowed her to
manage, design and install new safety systems within the MolyCop plant.
Kara’s achievements have demonstrated to the judges that she would make an excellent
ambassador for the apprenticeship model - a trait the judges are keen to highlight as she
would make an excellent role model. To this end Kara has already represented MolyCop as
an Apprentice at last year’s Hunter Makers Festival.
Kara is currently undertaking the Certificate 4 in Electro technology and plans to articulate
into the Advanced Diploma and then the Electro technology Engineering Degree.
Highly Commended was awarded to Benjamin Ward from Programmed and Jordyn
Hamson from Varley Group

4 REASONS HOW HELLOWORLD BUSINESS
TRAVEL NEWCASTLE CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS!
SAVE YOU MONEY
Using a Travel Management
Company (TMC) does incur a
fee, as does booking online
with Webjet, Wotif.com and
many others. However unlike
booking online, a TMC provides
additional services like account
management reporting, access
to corporate airfares, supplier
negotiation and so much more!

HELP INCREASE
POLICY COMPLIANCE

CENTRAL INVOICE
ACCOUNT
Having your booked and billed
travel in one place makes life
so much easier. It reduces
time spent on the end to end
expense claim process and
allows you to consolidate
travel expenses and in turn
achieve cost efficiencies
with better control.

A TMC can assist in developing
a corporate travel policy to
maximise savings and reduce
your travellers risk by accessing
24/7 emergency assistance
support when you need it most.

Using a TMC allows you to
take advantage of their
expertise in negotiating with
suppliers, hotels & airlines
helping you to implement
deals that save you money.

450 Hunter Street Newcastle NSW 2300
www.htg.com.au

corporate@htg.com.au
@helloworldHTG

As proud sponsors of HMA, we’d like to also take this opportunity to say congratulations
to all the winners and finalists of the 2019 Hunter Manufacturing Awards!
Hunter Travel Group Pty Ltd. ABN 39 183 096 957. A11468
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HMA Would like
to thank their
sponsors, partners
and supporters
and congratulate
all the winners and
finalists.

HELP NEGOTIATE
WITH SUPPLIERS

With many more ways we can help, don’t wait and contact the team today to discuss your companies business travel requirements!

02 4940 2244

www.hma.org.au

MAJOR SPONSOR

WITH THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS AND PARTNERS

RISING STAR AWARD

EXCELLENCE IN INNOVATION

Sponsored by Whiteley Corporation
Winner: Megan Crowfoot from Infrabuild Wire

Sponsored by Davies Collison Cave
Winner: Orica

The judges said it was a very professional submission for a very innovative product.
Whilst FRAGTrack has competitors, its integration into Orica's overall drill and blast
system for clients marks it as unique.
The integration of FRAGTrack into ORICA’s Digital Blast Optimisation Platform suite
is a step-change in the company’s holistic vision of pit-to-port optimisation. It has the
potential to be a leading technology in optimising the fragmentation of blasted rock in
the mining industry.
Hummingbird Electronics received a High Commended
for their Silent Horn and Audio Alert innovations.

Megan has a passion for manufacturing , and its long term sustainability. She is
extremely driven and constantly striving to improve.
With a solid understanding of the end-to-end processes of the business, Megan
successfully challenges the norm and makes a real difference to the way things are
done.
Most impressive, is her output - always enabling others to improve their results. This
ultimately generates a snow-ball effect of improvements across the business.
Megan always focuses on the end goal, optimising people and processes, with a
touch of innovation, to enable the business to be agile and competitive.
A true rising star

EXCELLENCE IN TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCT DESIGN

Sponsored by R&R Murphy
Winner: Sirron Holdings

Sponsored by University of Newcastle
Winner: Orica
The judges said that while this isn't a new idea, the FRAGTRACK does showcase
a clearly successful collaboration between Orica and two small Newcastle SMEs Design Anthology (industrial design) and Newie Ventures (electronics).
It is great to see such a large firm seeing the benefits as such collaboration.
The system leverages its clever data capture and integrates back in the mine
activities earlier in the process to offer significant cost, time and environmental benefits
later in the process where the largest volume of electricity is actually used.
The product combines an example of first principals design approach and truly
puts the end customer first whilst offering improvements in both manufacturing of the
FRAGTRACK unit and its ongoing maintenance.

Built from frustration of not being able to achieve enough reduction to power
consumption even with 98 kW of solar panels installed in their dishwashing factory, Sirron
Holding Group collaborated with Innotech to build energy management control for their
facility at Caves Beach.
The control system match power generation with power consumption thus allowing
efficient use of renewable energy. The cost of running heavy equipment is reduced
significantly by more than 50%.
The idea behind this building management system has been implemented in the new
dishwasher designs and also opening up to more business opportunities for the company
by supplying their energy management system to large European manufacturer of
dishwasher as well as to Malmet who manufactures hospital sanitation.
They are also active in R&D by partnering with CSIRO to develop smart kitchen project for
hospitals.
A great success story from a local manufacturer based in Caves Beach.

Highly Commended were awarded to Ampcontrol for their Rockstarter design and
Design Nuts for their Splat 3D drawing aid.

H U M M I N G B I R D

E L E C T R O N I C S

Bespoke
electronic
vehicle safety
solutions

“To sustain
community and
surroundings”
complete solution design
A provider of electro-hydraulic technology that delivers
safety, valuable performance, real-time monitoring and
smart controls in an all-in-one turnkey solution.

2019

Hunter
Manufacturing
2019 Hunter Manufacturing Award
Winners:
Award Winners:
EXCELLENCE IN TECHNOLOGY + EXCELLENCE IN MARKETING
EXCELLENCE
IN Beach
TECHNOLOGY
rsts, right
here in Caves
NSW
www.sirronholdings.com.au • +02EXCELLENCE
4971 4500 IN MARKETING

The Values That Drive Us:

Ask us how we can provide a solution for your new or
existing system.

Passion

To our team, this means

Unit 1/3, Building E
1 Technology Place
Williamtown NSW
1300 155 541

hmbe.com.au
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pride in our work.

Hummingbird

Electronics

Electronic
solutions
for all vehicles

Integrity

From our Board of
Directors, along our
entire supply chain,
we stand for unity,
honour and fairness to all.

Generosity

Of spirit and of fortune.

Compassion

For everyone within our
organisation and without.

Innovation

Creative thinking,
dreaming,
seizing opportunities to
improve all things.

Fun

Coming to work
whistling.

AW3826473

WE MANUFACTURE AND MARKET WORLD WIDE FIRSTS, RIGHT HERE IN CAVES BEACH NSW
1300 781 178 | custom.com.au

w w w . s i r r onhol di ngs . c om . au

•

02 4971 4 5 0 0
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EXCELLENCE IN MANUFACTURING PROCESS
Sponsored by Molycop
Winner: Infrabuild Steel – Contistretch

The judges said that that it is always a dilemma judging this category.
This year has seen inspired and visionary leadership, versus, methodical and
considered improvements driven from the shop floor.
The judges have chosen ‘methodical and considered improvements
driven from the shop floor’, because the skills, intelligence and ingenuity of
the Hunter's operators, trades and semi-skilled workforce is not celebrated
enough.

EXCELLENCE IN PEOPLE & SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Sponsored by Bridon Bekart
Winner: Chamberlain Australia

Chamberlain has a business strategy to grow both the busisness and its
people to become a world class manufacturer.
A core component of this strategy has been the implementation of a wide
range of training programmes in three main categories; Factory specific
technical training, including Competitive Manufacturing; Information
Technology and Personal Development.
Some training was targeted to meet specific skills gaps identified at all
levels of organisation and some was open to all employees. A wide range of
specialist training providers were used with a focus on "on the job" training.
Since implementing this programme the company has seen an increase in
profitability, decrease in injury statistics and an increase in staff well-being.
Importantly for the company, it has secured manufacturing jobs on the
Central Coast.

local manufacturer of quality

EXCELLENCE IN MARKETING
Sponsored by the Measured Marketer
Winner: Sirron Holdings

In a very close result, Sirron got the nod for the sheer determination and effort
in overhauling their marketing and reinventing their offerings.
Not many companies are willing to undertake such critical self-appraisal and
then implement such significant changes.
Highly Commended was awarded to Rundles Tailoring

ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE
Sponsored by McLanahan Corporation
Winner: Molycop

Molycop has put forward a key business initiative which has notable
environmental benefits.
Notwithstanding the economic benefits to their operations, this initiative
provides an innovative approach to reducing the environmental
footprint, greenhouse emissions, of their manufacturing process, providing
leadership for other large manufacturers to follow, and helping to
underwrite a significant investment in renewable energy generation.

100 YEARS
STRONG IN
THE HUNTER

wire rope products.

Bridon-Bekaert Ropes Group is a leading innovator and supplier
of wire and synthetic rope products to mining, industrial, and
commercial markets.
Bridon-Bekaert Ropes Group is Australia’s only wire rope
manufacturer, supplying products and services to our valued
customers for over 90 years.
Proud sponsor of the HMA’s

During its 100 years of operation, Molycop
has played a substantial role in the economic
and social development of Australia through
the manufacture and supply of essential
products & services.
Molycop is proud to be associated with
the Hunter Manufacturing Awards.
Congratulations to all HMA Finalists and Winners!
Address: Maud Street, Waratah NSW 2298 Australia
Phone: +61 (2) 4974 0411 www.molycop.com
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Sponsored by NSW Government
Winner: Nivek Industries

A highly commended went to Steber International
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THE MOBILE SHREDDING COMPANY
• Security bins and one-off shredding
• Totally secure in-truck on-site shredding
• NAID AAA Certified
• Locally owned and operated
• Servicing Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens & Central Coast
Phone: 4957 9903
www.mobileshredding.com.au

"SECURE DESTRUCTION - GUARANTEED"

P: 49615566 E: joanne@bqnre.com.au W: bqnre.com.au 1/91 Hannell Street, Wickham @ NCYC

STATEWIDE ASBESTOS MANAGEMENT
DO YOU HAVE ASBESTOS IN YOUR WORKPLACE
An asbestos register and management plan is required
for all commercial buildings built before 2003
• Sample Testing • Air Monitoring • Clearance Reports • Asbestos Registers
• Fire Damage Assessment • Contaminated Site Evaluation
• Remediation Plans
Phil Abbott Licenced Asbestos Assessor - 00117
M: 0418 665 625 Seaham NSW
phil@asbestosmgt.com.au

ADAMSTOWN CLEANING SERVICE
•
•
•
•

Strata Cleaning Services
Medical Centre Cleaning
Commercial Office Cleaning
Over 25 years experience in Newcastle & Lake Macquarie

P: (02) 49610145 E: john@adamstowncleaning.com.au

CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES
Superannuation, Investment Advice, Retirement Planning,
Insurance and Risk Protection.
(02) 4929 2552
Newcastle - East Maitland - Nelson Bay

"Working together for your future"
www.crestfs.com.au

STRATA MANGEMENT

Nivek Industries provided an excellent application. The reason for this was in their
clear and convincing explanation of their answers in each category. The success of
Nivek comes out in their story and product development, including the number one
need of humans - which is to put safety first. They showed a clear explanation of
the organisation's objectives, products and competitive advantage, and showed
success in exporting over a diverse number of markets. The export strategy showed
how they have engaged with government and industry bodies to support their
export strategy. Key export achievements relate to product quality and need, as
well as a successful online marketing campaign, feedback from users and social
media strategy. Export sales have increased by 337% in the last Financial year.
Nivek showed a clear commitment to exporting.

• Leading suppliers of quality, fully furnished and self contained
accommodation for short or long stays in and around Newcastle.
• Beachfront, harbourfront, suburbs, 1 to 4 bedroom apartments
and homes. Cleaning service available.
• A cost effective, more flexible and comfortable alternative for visitors and business
colleagues.
• A phone call or email is all it takes to match your requirements promptly.

ASBESTOS MANAGEMENT

EXCELLENCE IN EXPORT OF MANUFACTURED GOODS

NEWCASTLE - HUNTER TOURISM & ACCOMMODATION

FINANCIAL SERVICES

BAE Systems has utilised shop floor identification and consultation to achieve
the desired risk reduction for a high risk hazard.
The entire project was carried out on site using the skills of cross functional
teams that developed the idea, came up with a concept design, and then
worked with Mechanical and Structural Engineers to formalise the design,
prior to being manufactured by the onsite machining department.
The project resulted in tangible improvements in injury rate, cost and time.

CLEANING SERVICES

Sponsored by Nupress Group
Winner: BAE Systems

BORRELLI-QUIRK NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE

DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION

EXCELLENCE IN SAFETY

ACCOMMODATION

HBR business services

LAKE GROUP STRATA

Strata & Community Title Managers
• Over 30 years managing property
• Pre-purchase reports
• Set-up & establishment service
• Consultancy Service
• Servicing Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Hunter Valley & Myall Lakes www.lakegroupstrata.com
Phone: 02 4942 3305
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HBR funny business
A game show host is talking to a
rabbit.
The host looks at her question card.
"Okay, here is your first question: What
is 7 plus 5?"
"Twelve", replied the rabbit.
"That's correct! Now for question 2:
What is 56 minus 37?"
The rabbit thought for a moment.
"Nineteen"
"That's correct! Okay, now here is
your grand prize question: How much
is 1,297 times 142?"
And without skipping a beat, the
rabbit immediately replied, "184,174,
what else?"
The host is surprised. "That's correct!
But tell me, how did you get the final answer so quickly?"
"Oh, that's easy," said the rabbit. "If there's one thing us rabbits
can do, it's multiply!"
An atheist is fishing in a boat on Loch Ness, when all of a sudden
the Loch Ness Monster comes up and begins thrashing his boat
around. The monster tosses him into the air. On his way down he
shouts "God, help me!"
Everything stops. He is mere feet from the monster's mouth.
Then a loud, booming voice comes from the heavens and
asks "You have not followed me for your entire life and have
discouraged those who did. Why should I help you now?"
The atheist thinks for a moment before saying:
"Look, five minutes ago, I didn't believe in the Loch Ness
Monster either."

A butcher, who had a particularly good day, proudly flipped his
last leg of lamb onto the scale to weigh it. “that will be $12.10.” he
told the customer.
“That’s nice, but it is a little too small.” said the woman. “Don’t
you have anything larger?”
Hesitating, but thinking fast, the butcher returned the leg of
lamb to the fridge, paused a moment, then took it out again.
“This one will be $14.20.” he said faintly.
The woman paused for a moment, and then made her decision.
“You know what, I’ll take both of them!”
A man called his doctor for an appointment.
“I’m sorry, “said the receptionist, we can’t fit you in for at least
two weeks.”
“But I could be dead by then!”
“No problem. If someone lets us know, we’ll cancel the
appointment.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“When everything seems to be going against you,
remember, an airplane takes off against the wind, not
with it"
-Henry Ford

2020 HUNTER INVESTMENT PROSPECTUS
HURRY - SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES CLOSING
We are currently seeking support for the 2020 edition of the Hunter
Business Investment, the annual publication that promotes the
Hunter Region as a smart business, investment and lifestyle choice.
Produced as a high-quality book (approximately 100 pages), distributed
on business card style USBs and available on the internet, the Hunter
Investment Prospectus is a powerful marketing tool for our Region.

SUPPORT THE HUNTER WHILE ALSO
PROMOTING YOUR ORGANISATION
Production of this important project is only made possible through
supporters. It also provides them with a valuable marketing tool to
promote their organisation’s products and services, as well as
highlighting their active support for the Region.

From stationery to magazines, point-of-sale to packaging, direct mail to inventory management and distribution, our comprehensive
production facilities combined with our expertise ensure the right solution is offered for your print and communication needs.

14 Channel Road, Steel River Industrial Estate, Mayfield West NSW 2304 | Call us: 02 4926 1300 | Email us: sales@ncp.com.au | Browse us: ncp.com.au
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NCP – NEWCASTLE’S AND THE HUNTER’S, PREMIER PRINT GROUP.

NT PR OS
PE

AWARD-WINNING OFFSET PRINTING
AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL PRINT AWARDS
GOLD MEDAL WINNERS 2013

IN VE ST ME

COME
PRINT
WITH
US

For further information please contact
Hunter Business Publications Pty Ltd
on (02) 4062 8133 or email
garry@HBRmag.com.au

HU NT ER

We hope you will consider supporting the
2020 Hunter Investment Prospectus to help
grow the Hunter and your organisation.

2019
HUNTER
I N V E ST M
P R OS P E CE N T
TUS

Have you read the 2019 edition of
the Hunter Investment Prospectus?
The 2019 edition can be read online at
2 0 19
http://www.hbrmag.com.au/hunterinvestment-prospectus/
HUNTER
I N V E ST M
ENT
P
ROSsupported
PECTUSthe 2019 edition.
40 organisations
Contact us to find out how you can join this
impressive list for the 2020 edition.

Your
Smart
Busine
Investment ss,
Lifestyle Ch &
oice

True design genius happens when
it is people centric....
The physical workplace environment is like the soil your team grows in, if
essential elements are missing, they cannot thrive. An investment in the health
and wellbeing of your team, is an investment in the health of your business.

Office Fitout Project: 24/7 ai, Sydney

www.evokeprojects.com.au

1300 720 692

